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In the history of Christian missions, Moravians* £
have been admired and emulated. The purpose of this paper ™
is not to review the history of Moravian missions^- but «<
to trace the development of the theory of missions in the
-,\
life and work &J Count Nicolnus Ludwig Von Zinzendorf and to Sf
analyze the significance and impact this theory had upon *'.•
Moravian missions as they expanded throughout the world in
the 18th and 19th century with some review of modern
Moravian missions. I wish to identify the various
ingredients that molded this theory of missions as it
developed with the hope that it guide us today in the
development of our own theory of how best the Christian
message of hope and salvation may be passed effectively and
infused into the many non-Western, non-Christian cultures
and countries of the world.
To begin to app.-aciate tiie richness and wealth of the
many contributions made by Count von Zinzendorf and the
Moravians, one must view them from more than one aide or
dimension. One must see them in the historical perspective,
observe them in the light of their day, noting the issues
that directed their thoughts and decisions, that formed
their goals, and later their theory of missions. While not
including an in-depth review of Moravian Church history, I i
shall, however, present some of the highlights of their past
that will give understanding and framework to this mission
theory as it developed throughout the years of Zinzendorf's
early childhood in the setting of German Pietism, education
in pietist and Lutheran centers of learning, at the Herrnhut
refuge estate and thoughtout the years of mission
experimentation
.
When one first thinks of Moravians, the association of
thought first links one with their bold lead in missions.
This is quite proper, as Moravians gave birth to the modern
missionary movement of Protestantism. More than fifty years
before William Carey, often referred to as the first
Fnglishman to go out as a foreign missionary, English
Moravian Brethren had gone out from England's shores as
foreign missionaries .
3
Upon the 250th Anniversary of the sending of the first
Moravian missionaries from Herrnhut in 1732, the inaugural
issue of Christian History magazine produced a special
commemorative edition celebrating this crucial event that
launched the modern Protestant missionary era. The
importance of Moravian contributions to missions is
recognized by many from leading Protestant denominations
and Theological schools in their letters to the editor
of this special issue. Paul E. Pierson, Dean of Fuller
Theological Seminary writes:
£&
become recognized as a pioneer of the Ecumenical Movement.
His all-absorbing interest, says Karl Barth, was to
...the Moravians became the pioneers of the movement
thdt would establish the evangelical church in every >\-'
>:
nation on earth. The Moravians are unique. Later
Europsan missionary societies would be composed of r.>
small minorities within their churches; the Moravians C"»5
soon became committed to world missions as a church, »--*
that is the whole church became a missionary society. jr}
Because of this deep commitment, this small group "'-.-
furnished over half the Protestant missionaries who .»/.
sailed from Europe in the 18th century. They became
the forerunners and models for the growing streams
of missionaries cf the 19th and 20th centuries.
^j
Speaking of the spiritual leadership of Count •.*-'
Zinzendorf and of the great mission outreach of the r^ '
'%"
' %\
Moravians, J. Herbert Kane, a retired professor of Trinity £li
9.
Evangelical Divinity School writes: "-*•*,
...Micolaua Ludwig Zinzendorf was one of the greatest
Christian leaders of the 18th century. In spite of his
paternalism, he was two centuries ahead of his time ^J
both in the missionary policies he espoused and in the ™
ecumenical relations he encouraged. Under his dynamic
leadership the Moravians sent out in 20 years mere -\
missionaries than all the other Protestant groups had •*•*
done in 200 years. Their amazing success was due to .*"\
two strong convictions: (1> that world evangelization ^j
is the prime obligation of the church, (2) that ^
this obligation is the personal responsibility of every £\«
nenber of the Christian communi ty . . . If all '!•._!
post-Reformation churches had been as missionary-minded •-."-
as the Moravians, the evangelization of the world would V*
be much farther along than it is today. LL
In the above letter, one begins to gain a glimpse of X",
another dimension of Count Zinzendorf s contribution. It
boldly states that he was "one of the greatest Christian *
leadeva of the 18th century." This leadership was not
expressed only in missionary outreach. Zinzendorf has '*>
:s
*
implement the idea of a free connection between all the
Churchea, baaed on their 'coeion love of the Saviour'.**
Dr. Norman Sykea declared Zinzendorf was 'in truth a pioneer
of eucusenisa' .'
Another facet of the Zinzendorf gem is hie spiritual
leadership of revival. In a series of books on Leaders of
Revivals, one written by Bishop E. R. Hasse, titled.
The Moravians , features words of introduction by
Rev. Handley C. G. Moule, Bishop of Durham.
A1J who know anything of Missionary history, know
at least something of the glorious, while always
unobtrusive, labours and victoria* of this wonderful
community in the uttermost parts of the earth. But
fewer, as Bishop Hasse says, know how deep has been
the Moravian influence in Revival, not only far off
but in our own land. Under God, English Christandcm
owes a debt never to be fully paid to the holy friends
of Zinzendorf, who ministered light, peace, and power
to Wesley's ardent soul.
Bishop Hasae wrote that the part Moravians played in the
Evangelical Revival of the 13th century is admitted, but
"the full, far-reaching scope and effect of their influence
on that memorable son <»ment has been, to a large extent,
overlooked or forgotten . "^
Central to Zinzendorf'a contributions in revival,
ecumenism and missionary outreach was his depth of
theological understanding and expression. When one thinks
of great theologians, the name of Zinzendorf usually doesn't
flash into view. Especially, when one realizes that the




whc tmnslated and edited Count Zinzendorf '« Nine Public Hrfl
Lecturaa on Important Subiecta in Religion that had been
preached in Fetter Lane Chapel in London in 1746 said, "the
most influential German theologian between Luther and JflB
Schleiermacher was Nicolaua Ludwig Count von Zinzendorf." [.]•',
In the introduction to the above mentioned work, Forell
explains that Schleiermacher was greatly influenced by »
._-
Zinzendorf 's thought. Schleirmacher , born only eight *V
years after Zinzendorf'a death, gained his education at j\
Niesky and Barby, two educational institutions of the
followers of Count Zinzendorf. So much did he identify
himself with the Count that in later life he called himself
a "Herrnhuter von einer hoheren Ordnung," (a Moravian of a
higher order.) Forell 's continued, "The count's subtle and
pervasive influence on Schleirmacher and the theology that
developed after his is one reason for his abiding
significance. "7
There were those later who said that Zinzendorf was
"Luther come back to life." In 1866 Ludwig Feuerbach
exclaimed that this statement was quite justified,
"Zinzendorf is Luther reborn in the 18th century, therefore
not in the form of a miner's son and former Auguatlnlan monk
but rathar as a great man of the world, an imperial
count . "®
Forell indicates that, due to the renewed interest in
Zinzendorf a theological contributions, there has been
something like a Zinzendorf revival in Europe in recent
years. He cites a nu.sber of reasons for this.
He was a truly fascinating personality, fitting into
no existing category. Scion of the highest German
nobility and stepson of a Prussian General Field
Marshal, he was at the aaae tine the friend of all
kinds of religious radicals, enthusiasts, and Christian
pacifists. He used daring nd paradoxical language
which tended to chare and b vilder his hearers and
readers simultaneously . An riginal, even teiinal
thinker, he was unaffected by the technical training of
professional theologians and was thus frequently able
to see old truths in a new light.
9
We are beginning to see the significance of various
especta of the Count in the development of his mission
theory. In his deep spiritual experience which led him to
leadership in revivals and expression in theological
clearness and warm ecumenical spirit, we will see a base
built for a community of brethren who likewise share the
sane "spirit". This spiritual experience and desire to
share the }oy of Christ with the whole world became the
flame of zeal that led the Moravians as an entire church
community toward making the world their mission field.
To catch the "spirit" of the man and these dedicated
people, I shall first review German Pietism. Then we will
observe the young Count develop his mission theory. To
see Zinzendorf ' a concepts we must then walk the streets and
visit the homes of Herrnhut which became the center of all
later mission outreach. We then will be ready to sail the
yz-f
oceans to see Zinzendorf'a mission theory in action in the S*" 1
nany outposts around the world. -/•.
Select Missions will be studied beginning with those »*•>£
established in the 18th century. We will constantly be
.\
looking for mission methods, ways of presenting the gospel /-'/O
'-•.**.
&A
of Jesus Christ in the cultures of people different from
one's own, giving a message that is designed to reach the
hearts of people, and make them one, united in Christ. Thus
the spirit of Zinzendorf , the revivalist, the ecumenical





The importance of this subject cannot be overstated. ^V-'.
Jesua hiwaelf said, "And this gospel of the kingdoi will be P*!r
preached in the whole world as a testlsony to all nations, " "'
and then the end will co»a." (Matt. 24:14). For the Kingdom
of grace to becoMe the KingdoM of glory, the Person of
Christ, the nase above every name in Heaven and earth
must be heard by all. Then Christ will return to bring an
end to this age of sin and death and usher in his eternal
kingdom of glory. This conviction of Zinzendorf and the
early Moravian missionaries is the basis of much Evangelical







L^t us turn now t' the spiritual and religious
atmosphere that led to the Moravian missionary movement. WBi
FOOTNOTES
^''Moravian" was a popular "nicknai«" given in tha 1730'a
by the English Chritians to the historic pre-Raforaotion
Church known originally as tha Unity of tha Brethren or
Unitaa Fratrui.
^While not reviewing in-depth the history of the
Moravian Church, I ahall include soae excellent volumes
of historical accounts of the church in the Bibliography
for those who wish to persue this study.
3j. E. Hutton, A History of the Moravian Church .
p. 251.
4Karl Berth, Froa Fousseau to Rltachl . p. 44.
^In a broadcast, 9 May 1957. For further study of
Zlnzendorf's contribution to the Ecumenical lovetent
see A. J. Lewis, Zinzendorf The Ecumenical Pionner .
&E. R. Haase, The Moravians , p. vii.
^Nicholaua Ludwig Count von Zinzendorf, Nine Public





THE GERMAN PIETIST FOUNDATIONS
The foundation of Count. Zinzendorf ' a ii»aion methods
and enphaaia and hie concept* and cont.ribut.lona in ecumenism
and revival is* ia be found in German Pietism. But how and
through whoa was Zinzendorf influenced by thia movement?
Aa Lewis said, "Zinzendorf was cradled in
religion. "1 His grandfather had emigrated froa Auetria
because of restricted Proteatont liberties. Hia father,
George Ludwlg, had become a Minister of State in Saxony.
Being a spiritual nan of faith, he soon became a personal
friend of Philip Jacob Spener, the leader of wlwt became
known as Pietism. But his father died when Zinzendorf we» ^
only aix weeks old. Hia mother remarried and yourg four-
year-old Nicclaua was taken by his grandmother, thJ Baroness
Catherine von Gersdorf . Grandmother waa a scholar in her
own right, "learned in theology and in the Greek and Hebrew
languagea .. .eminent Pietists often visited her and ahe
endeavored to carry out their principles in her own
family. "2 Thia castle became a home of Pietism, that is
what became known aa the Spener-Halle type of Pietiam.
Spener had often been a welcome gueat in their home and in
fact when Nicolaua was baptized, Spener waa aaked to be
godfather for young Nicolaua, There in the caatle at






with hia aunt, Henrietta. Zinzendorf naturally grew up
being educated by Pletlat tutors and he proved to be a
bright and willing student.
But what was Pietism? What led to this aoveeent?
It seems that the wars spiritual life of the Reformation
had become cold in the growing dogmatism of the Lutheran
Church by the middle of the seventeenth century. The
regular Protestant churches, mainly Lutheran and Cslviniat
churches, had taken on a certain rigidity. Second
generation Lutheran and Calvlnist scholars had worked their
systematic theology into the creeds of the church. As
Stoeffler said in his review of German Pietism, "European
church life had fallen victim first to the cold theologies
of Orthodoxy and then to the airid moralises of the Wolffian
Enlighteners . "3
Evangelical Pietiara then was a reaction to this growing
coldneaa in faith and formalism in worahip. Pietlaa became
a revival movement, "aimed at making man'e relation to God
exper lent i al ly and morally meaningful aa well aa socially
relevant. It stressed the feelings of the heart. It
emphasized the royal priesthood and sought to revive the
laity. It called always for a return to the Bible."**
The Pietiatic Revival set out to intensify Christian piety
and purity of life. It protested the intel lectualiam of the





out to bring new life into the churchly fomoliaa and stale
worship services. And it worked to bring reformation in the
practices of clergy and laity in the ethical passivity of
the day. As time went by the reform Intentions of Pietism
broadened to include protests "against the new forms of
rationalism and the spiritual coldness of the Enlighten-
ment . "5
The religious emphases which Spener and hi3 early
followers felt to be of basic importance may be summarized
as follows:
The need for... an authentic and vitally significant
experience of God on the part of the individual
Christians; the religious life as a life of love for
God and nan... confidence, with respect to the issues
of both life and death... the church as a community of
God's people... the need for the implementation of the
Reformation understanding of the priesthood cf all
believers... a ministry which is sensitized, trained,
and oriented to respond to the needs and problems of a
given age; and finally, the continual adaptation of
ecclesiastical structures, practices, and verbal
definitions to the mission of the church.
»
Pietism was not a new sect, it was not even a new society,
but was just an influence that sought to work v *-hin the
church to bring about personal religion and practical
goodness
.
The sources of this Pietist influence were traced by
A. H. Mumford in telling Our Church's Story to the
children and youth of the Moravian church. Ironically,
he linKed it to the Roman Catholic Church. He took the





"»VV,-".-. V- . -".•-/.
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separated themselves from the noise and strife of the city
to Heditate and pray, to settle questions of faith and life.
Many good Roaan Catholic sen lived the life of a herait, he
explained, the moat famous being St. Francis of Assisi
<c.l200), whose disciples were to becoae the order of the
Franciscans. St. Francis, being the Mystic that he was,
believed in the Inner Light. And in the stillness God spoke
to hi* and in his heart he learned truths he could not learn
in the aonacteries. Hi3 discovery of spiritual growth and
meaningful life led to teachings which passed into
Protestantism and began to bear fruit. Muaford explained
that since Protestants, especially those of the Pietist
bent, do not accept the sane stress on forma and ceremonies
as the Catholics, their fora of Mysticism took new shape.
Mysticism among Protestants is almost always practical,
personal, practical religion, the Inner Light shining
through conduct.
?
Though Peter of Chelcic (1419-1450) was known more for
his pacifist Quaker teachings that it was wrong to kill your
enemy on the battlefield, his more helpful teaching for the
future of Moravians was that of the Inner Life. He declared
that a man's real warfare is in himself, each aan being his
own kingdom which must first be subdued. Nothing mattered
so much as being free in his own soul, mastering one's own
heart and life.
'. •". *•» .". <*.
.-
J.3 £
These ideas of Peter becaie popular among many students N
S
and citizens who followed his counsel to withdraw fron f *
public life and go to some quiet place where they might v
"fight the good fight" in peace. Their appeal to King **
George was granted and in fact granted them permission to V
settle on his estate at Lititz . It was these Lititz
colonists who founded the church of the Brethren.® It £j
was a Jong process, but the Mysticism of Peter was instilled
in the life of Moravian ancestry from their earliest •_,
formation. d
Current scholars indicate that, during The Thirty
Years' War (1618-48) there was an awakened interest in
earlier devotional literature, some of which reflected the
pious mysticism associated with such names as Johannes
Tauler (c. 1300-61), Thomas a Kempis <c. 1380-1471), and
other German, Dutch and even Spanish authors. This mystical W
tradition had lived on into the Reformation and found
representatives in Kaspar Schwenckfeld (1489-1561),
Valentin Waigel (1533-88), and Jacob Bohme (1575-1624). 1
Both Lutherans and Calvinists opposed these mystics, yet
many of their religious and theological ideas were made a .-*
part of orthodox theology. 9 Other influences that
formed the roots of Pietism included those of English
Puritanism which reached the Continent through the
*.
translation of works by Richard Baxter (1615-91),
14
Lewis Bayly (1565*1631), and John Bunyan (1628-88). 10
All of theso Influences began to create reforms
that along with the stirrings within German Lutheranian came
to be known as "Reform Orthodoxy." Recent scholars have
given stress to the important role played by such
individuals as Johann Arndt (1555-1621). Some go so far as
to call Arndt the "father of Pietism." His chief work.
True Christianity C1610), was soon read in many
homes . **
Jchn Weinlick notes that, "Whatever the various springs
of Pietism were—Anabaptist influence, Roman Catholic
mystical peity, Puritanism, the mysticism of Jacob
Bohme--ita immediate father was Philip Jacob Spener,
Lutheran clergyman, born in Alsace in 1635.'*12
The reading of treatises of English Puritans and especially
the book. True Christianity by Arndt had impressed him
with the need of reform in personal piety, and the mora
careful biblical exegesis and church discipline he saw in
the Reformed Church must be adopted.
Spener began to apply theae convictions for reform in
his first pastorate at Frankfort. He made changes in his
catechetical instruction, but his most important action was
the experiment in holding private meetings at his home for
Bible study, prayer and discussion of the previous Sunday's





pietatia," translated to mean, "assemblies of pioty." ^
Spener became a household name In Germany because of -.'*
his writings and correspondence with influential men. His ;.j
da
most important publication was his Pia Deslderia (Pious ™
Desires). Here he reviewed the low estate of the church, K'
K
clergy and laymen and then brightened the work with the [>.
great possibility of better conditions in the church baaed ™
upon God's own promise. The heathen (Gentiles) would be
brought in, even the Jews would be converted by God. But „.-
the fulfillment of these hopes would be based upon a ^
six-point reform program noted by Clifford Nelson: "0
1. The Word of God--the whole Bible, not merely the 1'.
pericopes--must be made known widely through public
^
and private reading, group study and family devotions. ™
2. There should be a reactivation of Luther's idea of
the priesthood of believers, which included not only
the "rights of the laity" but also responsibility ''.
toward one's fellowmen. ',-','
3. People should be taught that Christianity consists L_
not only in knowing God's will but in doing it, .
especially by implementing love of the neighbour. V
4. Religious controversies with unbelievers and
heretics unfortunately may be necessary. If they >Y
cannot be avoided, they should be entered prayerfully \~.
and with love for those in error. »
5. Theological education must be reformed. ™
Professors must see that future pastors are not only
theologically learned but spiritually committed.
6. Finally, preaching should have edification and the
cultivation of inner piety as its goal. 13
Spener's influence spread widely, many praised his H
work, but others criticized him. This led Spener to accept /'
a call to be court chaplain in Dresden. It was here that he
became acquainted with August Hermann Francke (1663-1727), ™
16
who we shall sea later becaae Spener' a succsaaor or at least
the second g. eat leader of Pietiaa and the one who would
have a great influence upon Count Zinzendorf
.
In 1694 the Elector of Brandenburg (Frederick III),
under the influence of Jacob Spener, founded the University
of Halle. Spener saw that his friend A. H. f'ranck* be
appointed leader of the new institution and that other Ben
who shared his views filled professorships. Halle became a
center of German Pietism. Many see that Francke did more
for Pieties than Spener had done in that he applied the
theory of Spener in developing organizations that
demonstrated pious Jiving. The school was deeply concerned
with saving souls and with the practical and pa&toral work
of the church. Much stress was placed upon conversion and
living high moral standards. Francke developed an orphanage,
a printing house and schools for rich and poor alike. The
emphasis upon education of practical religious life led to
confirmation becoming nearly universal among German
churches
.
The Pietists, under Francke, were the first to direct
the German churches toward foreign missions.
^
4 When
Frederick IV of Denmark wished to cend missionaries to his
possession in India, he turned to Halle, and to Francke, to
find missionaries. It was from here that Bartholomew
Ziegenbalg and Henry PJutachau went to Tranquebar in 1706.
17 tt
Thoy ware the first of a line of missionaries sent out from
this center. This was of course long before the beginning
in 1793 of the foreign-mission movement associated with
William Carey .15 j n our next chapter we will see how
this mission outreach of Halle and Francke greatly
influenced Count Zinzendorf
.
It will be of interest in succeeding chapters to note
the number of ideas and concepts of Pietism, gained from
Spener and Francke w«re adopted and implemented in the
teachings and theories of Zinzendorf. So much was owed to
the influences of the German Pietist reformations.
Spener meant simply to be an orthodox Lutheran, but the
reformation he started was much broader than he anticipated.
Thus Pietism came to accomplish much more than it hoped.
It resulted in higher quality clergy, better oreaching,
better training of the youth in the teachings of
Christianity and the church. Laity were lifted to much
greater activity in the church life. Scriptures were more
central in worship and devotional life and practice
increased. All of this of course is so basic to
t
understanding Zinzendorf, Moravianism and the renewal of the \-"-




lA. J. Lewis, Zinzendorf The Ecunenlcal Pioneer.
p. 21.
2 I_bid.
^Fred Ernest. Stoeffler, Geraan Pietlas During
The Eighteenth Century, p. 166.
^Sidney E. Ahlatroa, A Rellgloua History of
the American E-epple . p. 236.
Slbid .
6stoeffler, p. ix.
7 4. H. Nusford, Our Church'a Story , p. 156.
ftIbid ., p. 159.
^E. Clifford Neiaon, "Pietias," Encyclopaedia
Brltannica . Vol. 14, p. 456.
IQlbld .
H lbld .
12j hn R. Weinlick- Count Zlnzendorf . p. 8.
13"Pietia»," p. 457.
14y. Owen Chadwick, "History of Proteatantias ,
"
Encyclopaedia Brltannica . Vol. 15, p. 113.
15weinlick, p. 11.
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COUNT ZINZENDORF: THE FORMING OF A MISSION THEORY
We have already noticed that. Jacob Spener, often
thought o£ aa the father of Geraan Pieties, waa a friend of
the Zinzendorf faaily, and godfather of Nicolaua. The
visits of Spener and the pietiat life-atyle of the faaily
made atrong inpresaions upon Zinzendorf in his childhood.
Often the hose phaae of a child's education in the
formation of life-long traits and convictions are neglected.
But John Weinlick'a biography of Count Zinzendorf devotee an
entire chaptar to Nicolaua' life at home in the country
caatle. He counts this aa one of four phaaea in his
development and training. I believe we ahall find that each
of theae phases. Hose, School at Halle, University days at
Wittenberg and the year's tour, the Wonderjohr, all had
great ispact upon Zinzendorf a forsation of sission theory.
Though there were other children around the caatle at
Groas-Hennersdorf , due to Zinzendorf a different peraonality
and poor health in childhood, he desired to be with the
older people and thus grew up in an adult world. Thus he
developed a very aerioua attitude about life and interost in
religion early. This no doubt was the result of the pietist
religion and influences of his grandmother and aunt. Also













Up to ay tenth year there was More care bestowed upon
me by way of shielding me fro* evil influences, and
fostering in my heart the work of God's grace than
would have been possible anywhere except in a well-
ordered church of Jesus Christ. I can say with truth
that ay heart was religiously inclined as far back as
I can recollect;
, , ,
my heart's affections never
departed from ay Saviour, snd there always remained
within me a deeo and tender interest in his cause on
earth. I dearly loved the good old church hymns
and vastly enjoyed hearing them sung in the
churches . . .
1
Zinzendorf recalled two occasions that "decided my
whole career." The first occured at the age of six. Herr
Christian Ludwig Edeling, his tutor for three years, left
his position with parting counsel to young Zinzendorf about
the Saviour and his merits. Then he reminded Nicolaua
thet he belonged to Jesus and to him only which resulted in
the young boy resolving to live alone for Christ, "who had
laid down his life for me. "2 He shared his decision
(along with his inner most thoughts) with his aunt Henrietta
and she continued t'j encourage him in his commitment. Aunt
Henrietta, who was only fifteen years his senior, influenced
Nicolaus a great deal as she was old enough to act as
mother, yet young enough to understand his feelings. Her
devoted pietist life and their closeness no doubt was
largely the reason that Nicolaus developed a remarkable
grasp of Christian teaching so young in life.
The other childhood Impression was made when he was






hyin ao she w«nt to bed for the night. He lay awake for
hours thinking, "with no little perplexity . "3 A. J.
Lewis indicated what disturbed him lost
:
...the subtleties of atheism unfolded themselves in the
boy's soul; but, he tells us, 'my heart clung to
Jesus' . Before he was ten he had determined to be a ,'•'."<.
preacher of the Gospel, and this determination 'to
proclaim the Person of the Saviour throughout the
the world' remained his life-long purpose. 4
As a count, Zinzendorf received from his tutors at the
castle a much broader training than that of religion. Ha
had to loarn the manners, proper dress, conversation, social
skills and advanced language studies to prepare for a life
of university training, statesmanship and court life. All
this training and his status in life as a count was later to
become very important in his contributions to Moravians and
their missions. As Weinlick says, "The union of piety and
nobility is one of the keys to an appreciation of the career
of Zinzendorf . "5
Zinzendorf 'a subsequent, ecumenical spirit and his
design for missions was to build up the larger body of
Christ rather than separate people from other faiths into
new denominational bodies. His goal was to spiritually
renew and reform by the heart religion he preached.
This spirit end design can be traced to the baroness at
Hennersdorf and the catholicity in the religious life of the
castle. Grandmother was on cordial terms with others .•>'<
besides Halle Pietists. She welcomed orthodox Lutherans,







































had respect for Calviniats and Roman Catholics. "There
could be differing intellectual formulations of Christianity
but only one religion of the heart. "& One could even
find the seeds of mission outreach in his grandmother's
active work toward the widowed, the orphaned and the
underprivileged in her community.
The second phase of Nicolaus' education began August
1710 at the tender age of ten when he was sent to the
boarding school at Halle and remained there for six years.
As you recall, Jacob Spener had insisted that his pietist
friend, August Hermann Francka, be installed as the head of
the Halle school. They had a close relationship.
In his letters Francke r.ow referred to Spener usually
as "my dear father" and he signed himself as "your
dutiful son." He made sure that he absorbed thoroughly
the Spenerian understanding of Christianity and that
he devoted his energies to it3 propagation by word and
d<3ed . '
According to Stoeffler's review of German Pietism, "the
theological insights of Spener were not only conserved but
compacted by Francke into a clear-cut body of ideas which
could be communicated to the younger generation with
relative ease."&
It was Francke's practical nature to shift from "true"
doctrine and theological speculation to right action and
devotional earnestness. This shift from the intellectual to
the experiential and from what God has done in history to
what he wants to do in every human being now led Francke to
V.
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develop a very practical type of education in the schools at
rialle. I mention "schools", plural, for a reason. Francke
held deep convictions that education must be suited to the
needs of his students which by his death had numbered nearly
2300. He actually developed four kinds of schools.
1. The "Paedagogium" in which the sons of nobility were
educated, [Where Zinzendorf was enrolled] and
which, therefore, was meant to prepare future army
officers and state officials.
2. The Latin school, which was adjusted especially to
the needs of the sons of the professional and
merchant classes. It was meant to prepare students
for the university and thus to supply future lawyers
doctou, theologians, and merchants.
3. The German schools in which the boys and girls of
ordinary citizens were given the kind of education
which would fit them to become good tradesmen and
housewives
.
4. The schools for the poor in which board and tuition
was free . 9
Count Zinzendorf ' s later abilities in various endeavors
were influenced by this early training at Halle. The
programs provided the students in "Paedagogium" a very broad
education. In addition to the usual 3ub]ects of Latin,
Greek, and Hebrew, the achoci also emphasized French.
The faculty also introduced them to the principles of
jurisprudence, medicine, history, geography, botany, and
public speaking. The students regularly visited various
workshops and art studios in the community as well.
Education included not only the physical sciences, but










optica, etc. And of coarse old stand bys as astronomy,
music, drawing, and calligraphy were included. 10 All
these subjects were to become important later when
Zinzendorf began his own training for missions at Herrnhut,
a strong foundation in practical skills were to characterize
mission workers.
Perhaps Francke's deeper impressions upon young
Nicolaus were to come from around Franke's table at meal
time. Not only did Francke guide the young men in this
intimate way, but he introduced them to famous and
influential visitors of the school as th«ey joined Franckt at
dinner. Returning or visiting missionaries especially were
of interest to Nicolaus and soje of the other young men.
Halle was a great place for the birth of missionary zeal,
as Zinzendorf himself testifies:
The daily meetings in professor Francke's house, the
edifying accounts concern-ng the kingdom of Christ, the
conversation with witnesses of the truth in distant
regions, the acquaintances with several missionaries,
the flight of divers exiles and prisoners, the
regulations of the orphan houses, which at this time
were in a very prosperous state, the cheerfulness of
that man of God in the work of the Lord, together with
various heavy trials attending it, increased ay zeal
for the cause of the Lord in a powerful manner, and
laid the foundation of the knowledge of such things
as tend either to the furtherance or hindrance of true
Christianity.
H
One of these missionai ' .»• referred to was Ziegenbalg who was
home on furlough from the mission in Tranquebar . Count
Zinzendorf and he became well acquainted and counts ae one
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strong link in fcriing the chain of events leading to the
formation of Moravian missions in 1732.12 fta he and the
other young boys listened to the stories of the work done by
missionaries in heathen lands, there arose a desire to share
in this work. It was while he was at Halle that the seeds
were planted which later grew into the famous 'Order of the
Mustard Seed." The boys who later joined his new order took
three pledges: 1) To be kind to all men; 2) To be true to
Christ; and 3) To send the Gospel to the heathen. The first
five members were of different communions but their pietist
devotions to the sufferings and death of Christ kept them
from disputes over differing dogmas. Two of the group,
Zlnzendorf and Watteville, met together to devise methods
for the conversion of the heathen. They didn't see
themselves as missionaries but prayed that God would raise
up those who would share their goals and eventually carry
out their plans. 13
A number of key influences and experiences are seen in
this phase of Zinzendorf ' s education that would serve him
well in the development of a missions: the mission
zeal of Francke and the vision given by missionaries
themselves; the continued pietist commitment to serving
Christ in practical ways; the ecumenical spirit of the boys




The young count, took the initiative in forming a small
group of boys for prayer and testimony, all true to hie
pietist convictions. In fact Zinzendorf claims that before
leading Halle, he handed over to Francke a list of no less
than seven such associations . 14
Zinzendorf wished to continue ha a studies at Halle but
his guardian. Count Otto Christian, felt that Nicolaua
should rid himself of the reputation of Pietism before
entering service of the State. So lit was decided tnat he
should study at Wittenberg, the seat of orthodox
Lutheranism. This drastic change in his educational life
didn't brlr.g a great deal of happiness to Zinzendorf. On
the contrary, it presented him with real problems as it
scandalized Pietists by his going to the center of Orthodoxy
while at the same time presented a young pietist count in
Wittenberg where he was viewed with great suspicion. 15
His isolation from pietist friends pushed Nicolaua deep
into his studies and more so into his spiritual life of
prayer and meditation, even fasting one dey a week, and
studying the Bible like never before. Though his first love
was the study of theology, he was urged to further his study
of law, which he did. Some would see the hand of Providence
in his being trained in law as it later was so useful in the
management of church and mission affairs. One can see this
same measure of fortune in his development and growth in
27
theological understanding.^






severely when caught in the middle between Pietism and S
Orthodoxy. He insisted later that it was at Wittenberg R
where he really became a strict Pietist. Yet he made his £•
peace with the skeptical guardians of Orthodoxy, especially -v
Gottlieb Wernadorf , whose influence led Zinzendorf to decide *
in favor of a religious vocation. /
'
The Count deeply wanted to bring the beat of both L'
it
worlds together in Christian peace and "promptly conceived a
scheme of reconciliation between Halle and Wittenberg, which
eventuated in the conference of Merseburg between Francke
and V. E. Loschar." 17 But the venture was premature and
ended bearing no fruit, except that it deepened Zinzendorf
a
own convictions that God wanted him to be a peacemaker.
This later became like an obsession with him, determined
only to see "the unity of Christian believers". But neither
Halle Pietists nor orthodox Lutherans appreciated his
effort. IS
The last phase of Zinzendorf 'a education was what was
customarily called t se "Wander jahr, " the year of study and
travel designed to give the university student a world view.
Zinzendorf wanted to pursue his commitment to a religious
calling and skip the year's travel, but in obedience to the
families wishes ha set out.
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Visits at Leipzig, Frankfort., citiaa on the Rhine,
Dusseldorf , Utrecht and other Dutch citiea, Belgian citiea,
and Poria led to many contacta with influential people who
aade an impact upon the young count 'a Bind. It alao
provided time for reflection. Contacta with Lutherans,
Reformed, Mennonites, Arminians, Anglicans and Roaan
Catholics further developed hia experience in dealing with
those of differing religious beliefs. And while at Utrecht
he briefly furthered hia education in law, English, theology
and even medicine, a subject he loved as a lifelong hobby.
Zinzendorf's contact with Cardinal Louia de Noaillea
in France led to a autual friendship In which they shared
kindred spirit in their concept of Christianity. They
discussed openly the differences between their churches.
His appreciation for the Cardinal's positions often caused
hia fear that he was converting to Catholicism, which he
hastily resisted. The benefit, again, was a deepening and
clarifying of Zinzendorf's theological insights. After
these experiences Nicolaua was "never again able to think of
true Christiana in teraa of denominations or factions, but
only in terms of their common loyalty to the Saviour."^
Zlnzendorf wished now to enter the service of the
Church, but his friends and family opposed these wishes and
plana and Insisted upon his service to the State. His
grandmother settled the matter by having him appointed as
23
legal counselor of the King of Saxony. He purchased the
estate of Bertholdsdorf iron his grandmother, installed his
worked closely together to sold Bertholdsdorf into a model
followed by general conversation between pastor and people.
Hyan singing, accompanied by the organ made the services
lively. Many of the hymns Zinzandorf himself wrote.
Nlcolaua opened his own hose in the afternoon for another
assembly in which he reviewed the issues of the morning
sermon
.
Soon a printing press was established at Bertholdsdorf
so that publications, especially the Bible, could be
produced and circulated. Plana were made to establish a
school for young children of noble families, a book store
and a dispensary to make medicines available to the poor at
little coat. 20 g e have now the beginnings of what was
to become Herrnhut. It is here that we really begin to see
the mission theory of Zinaendorf formally developed and
tested. The mission theology was brewing in his mind from
early childhood and during his association with Francke and
formal school days, but not until he began writing and
preaching do we find these mission concepts expressed
clearly. The community of Herrnhut provided the testbed and
pa
friend, John Andrew Rothe, as village pastor, and the two .<?
m
village. It was here that much of the liturgy that *"•>"
,-V





sounding board for his theories as we shall see,
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Moravian movement.. It waa here at. Herrnhut that
Zinzendorf '• Mission concepts and methods gradually







herrnhut: the base for mission outreach
The Christian coaaunlty of Herrnhut was the seedbed
where the "Mustard seed" o£ Zinzendorf s early secret
;-•'•:-
society of Christian commitment would take root and grow '.•',.
into the productive mission tree. It was here he and others r^
inspired, trained and sent siasionar ies . Even after
missions were developed in various parts of the world,
Herrnhut became the clearing-house for Christian news and /*^
lesion ventures in the many lands reached by the arm of the
a
m
purchased the old Berthelsdorf tstats he had planned to \' ^
rSOdevelop a community and thus build a solid and organized • ' •'
baae for future mission outreach. For he had nothing more
in mind than to create a church within a church for the /.*.*
spiritual growth of ihoae within the parish. We cannot, ^1m
therefore, look to the Count as the father of Herrnhut, for
it really came from the hands of others.
The origin of Herrnhut came rather from the concerted ^ '*«;
7^7efforts of Christian David, John Heitz and Christian
Marche, and a host of dedicated pietist Brethren from 'y^
Moravia and Bohemia.! Christian David, a carpenter '*j>j






bacons increasingly concerned for the religious fraodox of
Protestants in their homeland. John Andrew Rothe, the
minister-elect of the parish of Berthelsdorf , introduced
David to Zinzandorf . When the Count learned of the
oppressive situation of the Brethren in Moravia he
agreed immediately to somehow provide a place of refuge.
Zinzendorf has told us that it was because of his vow in th<
Order of the Grain of Mustard Seed that he made this
positive response. ^ However, there is no record that
indicates that he intended to sake his own estate available
aa a permanent home but only a temporary shelter for a few
families. He probably had nearby Ebersdorf under Count
Rauaa in mind for a more permanent domain mince other
dissenters were already living there. But the Count's
sympathetic ear and sincere Christian love convinced
impulsive David to return to Moravia and assure the
persecuted brethren refuge under Zinzandorf 'a care.
Within two days a party of ten were on their way out
of Moravia with their few belongings to find the haven of
refuge. Zinzendorf. however, was still in Dresden and
within a month learned that his steward, John Heltz, with
the agreement of family tutor. Christian Marcha, had given
permission to the families to begin building a house at
Berthelsdorf or. unoccupied land at the base of a hill known
as Hutberg. On June 17 the first tree fell that went into
6SST
J
building the first hou3a of the new settlement. The Count
hod little choice but to approve, yet little realized the
significance of this for Moravians and Christian missions.
In the next letter he learned that Heitz had named the new
-
settlement, "Herrnhut," (The Watch of the Lord), with the k\>V
comment: <"/•"
May God grant that your Excellency may be able to build
on the hill called the Hutberg a town which may not
only itself abide under the Lord's Watch (Herrnhut)
,
but all the inhabitants of which may also continue on
the Lord's Watch, so that no silence may be there by
day or night.
3
Lewis also mentions that at the installation of Rothe as
minister of Berthelsdorf , Pastor Schafer had declared with
prophetic emphasis:
God will place a light on these hills which will




Other persecuted Protestant brethren quickly joined the
early settlers of Herrnhut and within five years two hundred
Moravian and other immigrants other areas joined in the
adventure.
Zinzendorf, with remnants of feudaliatic thinking, felt
a growing responsibility for the christian settlement. This
was true in a material and religious sense. But indications
were that the growing feuds between various elements of the
group, especially Heitz and Rothe and Kruger, over various
theological issues and the sporadic problems caused by a
„,;'*,
\








not join in the spirit of the group, 5 prompted
Zinzendorf to take full charge of Herrnhut in 1727.6
He first created a basis for harmony and unity between the
Lutherans, Calvinlats, and dissenters of established
churches of the cosaunity. The adoption of the Herrnhut
constitution. Hay 12, 1727, formed the needed base for
unification. Three hundred gathered to hear Zinzendorf '
a
three-hour sermon on the evils of schism and the outline of
the new two-part constitution. One part dealt with civic
responsibilities, "Manorial Injunctions and Prohibitions,"
while the other part was forty-two statues which was to form
their association as a fellowship of Christians entitled,
"Brotherly Agreement of the Brethren from Bohemia and
Moravia and Others, Binding Them to Walk According to the
Apostolic Rule. "^ These rules served as a pattern for
future Moravian communities so important to many missions
organized in foreign lands. Zinzendorf a love and
impartiality seen in his successful effort to bring harmony
from discord at Herrnhut by the development of this written
treatise is but one of the early benefits that Herrnhut
offered the Cou.it in the development of concepts that were
later to form the basis for missions. I see this exercise
in diplomacy and ecumenical formation at the heart of
successful mission management. Uniting believers at
Herrnhut from among differing religious persuasions created
35
practical experience for later use in ilssion theory. It
also gave Zinzendorf the practical basis in the organization
of theory for the training of mission workers who could work
together in harsony.
To assist in the practical application of these
voluntarily adopted statutes for religious life, Zinzendorf
led the community to elect twelve "elders", that same day.
May 12, 1727, to have spiritual oversight. They selected
four by the Lot to serve as chief elders. Due to the
spiritual function of the elders, they determined that none
of noble rank or highly educated would be eligible.
Therefore, they selected elders who had prectical skills
such as a carpenter, weaver, cutler, potter and cobbler.
According to Weinlick these became the prototypes of
generations of Moravian missionaries. 8 That same
evening, the community chose Count Zinzendorf to serve
as Warden and Frederick von Watteville his assistant in
working closely with the elders in guiding the temporal and
spiritual life of the Settlement.
5
Keep in mind that this is the same Watteville who had
vowed with Zinzendorf while at school in Halle to work
together for the conversion of the heathen. It was their
obligation to the Order of the Grain of Mustard Seed that
led them to receive Moravian refugees when Herrnhut began;






development of the base for future ilssion work.
Up to this tiae Zinzendoxf had insisted upon the newly
formed group remaining within the eatabliahed Lutheran
church in worship and in beliefs. But from about July 22 to
August 4 he began to change his mind. He discovered a Latin
version of the constitution of the Bohemian Brethren and
prepared a German excerpt and presented it to the
Herrnhuters. Though tost had only a vague knowledge of
their own history, they did notice a strong similarity to
this historical document and the one that Zinzendorf had
prepared and which they had accepted. They saw thia as
evidence that God was directly guiding them in the
development of their community. 10
Coming to the close of what Lewis calls "The Golden
Summer of 1927," we find the community in unity of belief
experiencing a revival of Christian brotharly love and
spiritual awakening. Beginning a series of studies on the
Epistles of John, the spent entire nights in religious
conversation and prayer. It was in this intense spirit of
prayer, love a. id unity that Pastor Rothe invited the entire
Settlement to a celebration of the Lord's Supper on
Wednesday, August 13. As spiritual leader, Zinzendorf
visited each house and dormitory to visit and prepare the
newly-reconciled community for thia important celebration.




and all walked to the church for the Lord's Supper in
anticipation for special outpouring of God's Spirit. There
was great emotion in the ainging and praying that morning.
Lewla comments on what seemed to happen that morning:
An inner anointing flowed through every person and with
inexpressible joy and love they all partook of one
bread and one cup and were 'baptized into one spirit'.
All were convinced that, partaking of the benefits of
the Passion of the Lamb in real fellowship with one
another, the Holy Spirit had come upon them in all his
plenitude of grace. They had already been one "body"
in a religious community with its own Statutes, but now
from this day they were one "spirit. *"H
Herrnhut was reborn in the Spirit on 13 August 1727! The
group returned to their homes but met in small groups still
grasping the lingering blessings of the day. The Count,
wanting the momentum of the day to not be lost, sent lunch
to the groups. This practice of eating in group fellowship
resulted in a revival of the primitive Christian "Agepe"
Lovefaast which has remained in Moravian ritual till this
day. The Herrnhut Diary, Christian David, Spangenberg and
Zinzandorf all place this date et the top of their lists as
the great turning point in Moravian history. All of the
organization of previous weeks and months now turned into
action for the Lord. The significance of this day for the
mission development of the Moravians can be summed up in
Lewis' words:
It was now the glory of the Renewed Unitas Fratrum
(or Moravian Church), after the overwhelming experience
of fellowship in the summer of 1727, to act upon the







in a mission to the whole world. Unity and slssion
are inseparable.
^
The importance of this date and Pentecostal experience of
the faithful at Herrnhut was celebrated in 1?27 on the two
hundredth anniversary of "the great Moravian revival" and
accounted for in a book written by Rev. John Greenfield
entitled. Power Fro* On High , published by The World
Wide Revival Prayer Movement. There are many, therefore,
that attribute the great aiaainary successes of Moravians
to this being filled with the Spirit of God. (Certainly the
Spirit of God is an important key to success in preaching
the Gospel to the world, so who can question this factor.)
Since they believed God was leading them, they allowed
God to directly influence thorn in their decisions. The
"Lot" increasingly became th« manner of discerning God's
will. This method seems to have been used regularly in the
history of the Brethren. Langton refers to the way it was
used in 1467 to select men for ministerial office:
The meeting was preceded by a fast, and opened with
prayer and reading of Scriptures. . . They first chose
twenty men from among the Brethren present, and out of
these they selected nine... Of the nine their intention
was that three should be appointed by Lot for the
ministry... they wrote the word "Est," meaning 'It is
he,' upon three slips of paper, and left nine slips
blank. It was possible,
, , all the nine would be
rejected. . .a little boy drew the slips and gave them to
each of the nine Brethren. . . The three were
thus elected.
1
They u&ed the Lot especially in doubtful cases, even for





later whan lietionarit* wara to ba sal acted. In fact moat
a]or declaiona wara aada by thia aethod with the reault
that Moravian laadara had confidence that plana made were
God's will and thua not to ba altered without further
teating by Lot. Thia aaaured then that God waa with thaa.
There ia little record of any questioning thia method.
The problea with the method that I see, ia that once the Lot
waa cast, there waa little incentive to question the natter
further. Changaa were alow in cosing. And in miaaion
Management, flexibility and rapid reaponae to changing
aituationa ia often critical. By the 1740' a and 50'
a
Moravian hiatorian Hutton noted frivoloua use made of the
Lot to decide auch hinta as, whether thoy ahould go to a
meeting or build a houae; or whether certain opinions were
right or wrong. 13 According to Winelick the Lot waa
uaed by the Moraviana for a century and a half.1*
One of the organizational features developed at
herrnhut that later aisaiona employed waa the "choir." Thia
ia not to be confused with the contenpory church choir.
Rather it ia a diviaion of all the Brethren into ten
regiments called choirs baaed upon age, sex and marital
atatua. They wero: <1) the married choir; (2) the widowers;
<3) the widowa; <4) the single Brethren; <5) the single
sister; <6) the youths; (7) the big girls; (8) the little
boys; (9) the litvle girla; and (10) the infanta in
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arms. 3-5 Langton questions the wisdom in much detailed
sectionalizlng the life of the community, yet he findm thia
en indication of the aerioi aneaa that pervaded the religioua
and aocial life of the Brethren. "They regarded theaselvus
aa belonging to an army whos>> captain was Jeaua
Chrimt. 16 Theae groups met daily for worship and
discuaaion under the guidance of a chosen leader. There is
some indication that they aerved aa confeaaional and a meana
of maintaining community discipline and morale. The choira
often met informally at work or outside under a tree
whenever they felt the need of group fellowship. Zlnzendorf
would often move from one choir to another praying, ainging
and making plans with them. This provided him close contact
with all ages and the needs of each group of the Settlement.
The Count used the division of choirs very efficiently aa a
method of Christian nurture. Some have felt that the theory
of a choir system come after the development of the unique
divisions. But as Winelick says,
the utterances of the count as early aa 1723 reveal
otherwise, aa for instance his hymn "Auf Maria
Verkundigung , " which makes reference to children,
maidens, youths, married couples.
^
Later, when the Moravians operated their world-wide
miasion activity, we aee the advantages of such a system.
It gave Moravian miaaionariea, especially thoae with
families, freedom of movement as only celibate Roaan
Catholic Missionaries would appreciate. As they traveled
y-y y --j.^w»- •><.- .--. *\
or enterad dangerous areas thay rest assured that their ™
'•J
I 'J
children were lovingly cared for by the dedicated leaders fi
of the choir. This division into small bands also
multisllod the number and variety of religious services of 83
the community. The inforaal setting of the choir system '-*
provided easy introduction of innovations in ritual. For \'i
example, at the love feast, during the the cvp-of -covenant
^}
service, they passed the cup from hand to hand in the Lord's
Supper celebration, they introduced foot washing, festival «*.
u
of days for each of the groups, and song services. 3
These rituals bound the Brethren closely together through
the years and came to mean a great deal to the missionaries
in their bands formed in mission fields. However, we will
see tSat they did not impose all of this ritual upon others.
Some, such as foot washing, were later discarded. IB
At times choirs or bands would be formed for special
purposes much like orders in the Roman Catholic church. On
August 27, 1727 twanty-four brathren and twenty-four sisters
began a prayer plan that provided hourly intercession on 1
behalf of those needing God's blessings. They met weekly
to share letters and messages from leaders from distant
.'a
places so that their prayers of intercession would be geared
to genuine and present needs. This program continued every '.
hour of every day for over hundred years. Anyone who has .'
s








b«n«t'it* this hed for Moravian missions. Tha praytr plan
practiced at. Htrrnhut provided great coafort to thoae
aisaionariea aerving in lonely dlatant landa.
During the early daya at Herrnhut the Daily Text
Book had ita origin and ia atill uaed today in Moravian
family devotlona. It became popular for the Count at the
evening aong aervice to give the people a verae of
Scripture and a hyan verae. The next morning the eldera
took this text and a hyan verae to every hoae and dormitory
in the village for their personal and group devotions, and to
serve aa a motto for the day. By 1728 a large nuaber of
suitable texts and hymn veraea were printed on cards and
placed in a box. Froa then on they only needed to draw a
card froa the box. In 1730 these were printed in advence
and the Daily Text Book waa thua born. Today it ia yearly
printed in twenty-aeven languages with over a million copies
sold per year. Needless to aay, theae were a conatant
source of comfort and encouragement in the ilHaions.^
Another advantage of the choir aystem waa the natural
division of tha community and efficient organization for
Christian religoua education, what Zinzendorf called, "child
nurture." Henry H. Meyer in 1928 collected and publiahed
much of the counts thoughts on Christian education.
Zinzendorf's theory of religioua education (in an expanded
form) waa at the heart of hla phlloaphy of world mission.
Bwork of the Spirit. His personal experience largely
produced his theory in these Betters. Herrnhut and later
i
The salvation of the child or the heathen was alike the
Moravian coaaunltlea feetured several orphanages, boarding p
•3
schools, and training schools for religious workers. ^
Zinzendorf modeled all of them after the inet itutiatie h» <
observed at Halle under Francke. The duplication of these P
institutions at Herrnhut and elsewhere caused Francka great
concern and becaie the source of friction between the two.
Some feel it became the cause of separation between the two.
'J
However, the Count later closed one or two institutions in »1
deference to Francke. Schools that developed over the years *
included
:
<1) A Day School for poor children at Berteladorf , the Js
village adjoining Herrnhut. Founded 1923. '^
(2) Gills' Dormitory and School, also at Berteladorf. .A
Founded 1923. £(3) Adela-Paedagogium modeled directly on the Halle
school. Founded 1924. Discontinued 1927 for Francke
peace of mind.
(4) Herrnhut Orphanage and boarding school for boys
and girls. Founded in 1927.
(5) Latin School, organized at Herrnhut. 1935. ''
(6) Orphanages for boys and girls were established at
Herrnhaag in Wetteravia in 1736.
(7) Paedago^lua reappeared in 1739 in connection with
<8> A Theological Seminary and a Lat^.n School in
Herinhaag also in 1739.
(9) Congregational Institutes provided special
training of children of Christian parents. 1744.
(10) Nursery for Little Children of full-time *•
religious workers and Moravian missionaries in foreign
lands. Founded in 1944. 20 *
**
Herrnhut became a community in which they made no
5
separation between spiritual or religious life and secular
44
life. They retired for the night at eleven p. a. and were
up by four in the morning. And even during the ahort night.
watchers counted of! the hours with aong and interceaaora
remained on their kneea in prayer. Thia lntanae pace of
charismatic spiritual life became a contagloua brand of
Chriatianlty. Aa within German Pietism, the amall Christian
fcrmed the strung base in Merrnhut Pietiaa and provided
natural and ec4y xport of ita apirit and power. It la not
surprising ther. it 'ind Herrnhutera on the march aoon
after their awake.: 1727. They traveled to make
contact with like-mirae^ 'hristlans and to ahare the joy of
their religious experience within established churches.
Never did they have in mind the separation of believers from
such churches, but only to bring the sweet influence of
Jesus into the lives of others. It became a genuine aharlng
of the Good Newa similar in power to the gospel exploaion of
New Testament Christianity. They called the newly formed
groups or societies within churches the "Diaspora.** Theae
became Zinzendorf's first love. Winelick haa noted that
this practice of sharing Herrnhut life in many placaa and in
many churches became the most significant factor in checking
the development of Mcravianlsm as a separate denomination
The diaapora became the first step toward the development of
missions. The urge to share with others the rlchnew* from
Jesus Christ surged new life within the heart of every
45 «
Harrnhuter. We now heve a atrong baaa built for missions In ™
that we now hava dadlcatad paraonnel, a constitution and ,-""!•
&
organization. We have hundrada of sincere pietists, r*.«
tZd
reawakened spiritually, unified, filled with the Holy Spirit ™
ready to go where God aight lead or at leaat where the Lot
indicated. We have a aolid coaaunity with a rule to live
mm
by, organized by choira, banda and watchea to provide ™"
econoaic, morale and spiritual aupport for outreach.
People, trained in simple but practical skills, with .\\
printing preaaea, aong and prayer and total commitment ready "P
to do anything for their Jeaua. And not leaat of all we !•'.
have a leader, a count who haa aharpened hia akilla in
peraonnel manageaent, apiritual leaderahip, and experienced ™
educator, with growing convictiona about the need to export •".%
^_\
the Gospel to the world. All we need now is for the call '•*.*•
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WEST INDIES: THE FIRST MISSION EXPERIMENT
The •vents In the life of Count. Zlnzendorf for the peat
thirty years sounted toward a soaentoua adventure for God.
He had been blessed to be born Into a Pietist noble family,
educated in Halle by Francke, Introduced to Missionaries
with tales from other lands, and sidetracked from court
duties to govern a growing settlement of refugees which
developed into a a renewed Unity of Brethren, now filled
with the Spirit, organized, trained to share the Gospel in
life rather than in creeds or theory. Many of the events in
the count's life became history in spite of his own wishes,
often contrary to his choosing. But in looking back, one
finds a pattern or as Moravians would testify, a Providence
that guided the man and his mission to fulfill Divine will
for the glory of God. But is this a fair appraisal? Was
there not human invention and initiative? Wlnellck, in his






Rapid as was the development of Herrnhut, the lively
imagination of the count usually ran a step or two
ahead of it. As the Brethren grew in their capacity
for service, he saw to it that they were confronted
with something into which to channel it. In the
foreign-mission enterprise he found for his Moravians
a project which would keep on challenging them
indefinitely. Missions proved to be his greatest
monument .
1







lnlt.lat.ive la that God praaanted opportunities to the young
count, who, under the guidance and prompting of the Holy
Spirit, recognized the open door and, applying all hi*
effort and training, v vessed through to accomplish the
Divine will. Zlnzendorf did not create situations but
capitalized upon opportunity, conatantly depending upon the
arm of God. The secret to his success lay in his Pietist
life of devotion to God, the life of prayer and waiting upon
God's leading. But when we review the subject of missions,
we find not only Zlnzendorf but others with equal commitment
to God who are drawn together for God's purposes. In this
Moravians see the mighty hand of God moving in providential
timing and sequence.
I use the term, "experiment," in this chapter heading
in two ways. Experiment, by definition, is the testing of a
theory. The time for Zlnzendorf a and Herrnhufs zeal for
the Lord in carrying the Goapel to the world is to be
tested. It is now time for the light on the hill of Hutbarg
to shine around the world. But in another sense, an
experiment is to try that which hasn't been done before.
Roman Catholic orders sent missionaries and a very few
Protestants went to foreign lands for the Lord, but up to
now, none had gone to distant lands with the blessing and
support of the entire church organization. Kings ana
missionary societies had sponsored Christian missionaries to
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distant lands, now was the time of test for Herrnhut't
commitment, a time of opportunity for the antira church to
support missions. Would Harrnhut's qualities of unity,
simple training, organization and Spirit-filled zeal measure
up to the test?
As pointed out, Zlnzendorf did not create the test for
the church. The opportunity opened in a moat interesting
way. I mentioned previously the involvement of kings in
mission sponsorship. The Catholic kings of Spain and
Portugal had been in competition to export Christianity
along with trade in their imperialistic empire building.
The story line of history leads us down three paths of early
Protestant missions from the same point of origin, namely
the court of th-r. Danish king in Copenhagen. His motivation
to assist in missions seemed to stem from his enthusiastic
sympathy for Pietism. We recall the Danish-Halle
missionaries, Bartholomaus Zieganbalg and Heinrich Plutschau
sent to India in 1706 by the Danish crown which had
impressed Zlnzendorf as a student at Halle. Not mentioned as
yet was the pioneer missionary, Hans Egede, who went to
Greenland under initial support of merchants in Bergen.
When their support was withdrawn, Egede survived by ongoing
assistance from the Daniah king. Our third mission path
that emanated from the Danish court want straight to








for the goapel from the Weat Indies. But this is getting
ahead of the story
.
At this point, you say have noticed that again I used
the term "Count Zinzondorf . ** Once again it paid to be a
count or Zinzendorf would never have been invited to the
coronation of Christian VI on May 12, 1731. Being a cousin
by marriage of the Danish king and noble that he was, placed
him at t) e right place and at the right time. One of the
members of the royal court. Count Ferdinand Dannesk^old
Laurvig, fell into conversation with Zinzendorf at the
celebrations about his recent, trip to St. Thoaaa island.
When the young Zinzendorf later met the Count's valet, a
Negro slave from the WVst Indies named Anthony Ulrich, he
learned of the spiritual and physical misery of slaves back
home in St. Thomas. Anthony, having recently been baptized,
and filled with the first love of Christianity, spoke
longingly of his sister and brother still on his home
island. He felt confident they would accept the gospel if
they only had a missionary to teach them. Zinzendorf was
moved near the point of sending one of his Herrnhut
assistants, Nltschmann, immediately to St. Thomas but then
realized the need of more thorough preparation for such a
major undertaking . 2 Zinzendorf also had opportunity to
meet two Greenland Eskimos whom Egede had sent to the
festivities. In sadness they related to Zinzendorf that
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they had just learned th.t the government was having to cut
off support to the difficult mission work there.
3
Zlnzendorf left Copenhagen July 1 with its two Eskimos
and one West Indian Negro guests, pleading for gospel help
in Greenland and St. Thomas island. Upon reaching Herrnhut
he assembled the congregation and told Anthony's story. Two
dedicated Herrnhut residents Independently of each other,
felt the call of God's Spirit to go to St. Thomas. Leonard
Dober . after a sleepless night, rose early in the morning to
read scripture texts which seemed to direct him toward a
positive decision. Not wishing to be hasty in his decision,
he visited Tobias Leopold, his closest and most spiritually
trusted friend. They walked into the woods on the edge of
Herrnhut and discussed the strange sensations both had
experienced. After praying together about the matter, they
joined their other Single Brethren in a visit to the count's
home. As they arrived, Zlnzendorf was just concluding his
report to pastor Schaeffer regarding the experiences of his
recent trip saying, "My dear Sir, there are among these
brethren messengers that will go forth to the heathen in St.
Thomas, Greenland, Lapland.'"*
Hearing this, Dober and Leopold became determined to
proceed with their decision to answer God's call. The next
day they formally drafted a letter of commitment to the









Anthony, the St. Thomaa slave arrived in Herrnhut according
to plana by Zlnzendorf to relate first hand his story to the
connunity. Initially, most were ready to go, but thought
more soberly about such an adventure when Anthony emphasized
the fact that missionaries to the slaves of West Indies
would themselves have to become slaves in order to be
effective. Due to the long hours and the dally curfews, the
only time available for mission work would be during their
contact in work together aa fellow slaves. This, however,
did not dampen the mission fervor of Leopold and Dober
.
Such prospective hardship led Zlnzendorf to move slowly,
allowing ample time for hesitancy on the part of mission
volunteer to surface.
A theory for future missions was established at this
point: missionaries must be volunteers, volunteers who had
counted the coat, yet went forth, not looking back. He
insisted that any workers who showed any degree of
hesitation were not to be sent. A full year passed aa
Zlnzendorf made effort to become fully acquainted with hla
prospective missionaries. It was now time for action. Yet,
auch an important move muat first be tested by the Lot.
The Lot indicated that Dober would go, but Leopold jat stay
for the time being. Dober asked anu the Lot confirmed that
David Nitachmann be his companion. On August 18, 1732
Herrnhut sent them off with a farewell hymn service.
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On August 21, after moat o£ the night in prayer, Zinzendorf
laid hands on Dober, the potter, pronouncing God's bleaelng
on his and after prayer by the aide of the rode at three
o'clock in the aornlng gave each tan a small amount of money
in addition to the contribution the church had given and
drove them the first fifteen miles of their month long
journey to Copenhagen. It was another month before they
sailed for St. Thomas, arriving December 13, 1732. The
careful and cautious preparations for this mission adventure
paid well, as the mission begun in St. Thomas continues to
this present day. 5
Difficult, however, were the beginning years. What
were their mission methods? The first mission activity
found the newly arrived missionaries aearching for Abraham
and Anna, the brother and sister of Anthony, who had written
them a letter of introduction to the Herrnhuters. As they
read the letter a crowd of black slaves gathered out of
curiosity. Dober and Nitachmann immediately began to preach
the gospel in halting Dutch. The crowd applauded and
cheered when they finished. They seemed to be impressed
with these men who came to preach to them--the slaves.
Every evening after their work on construction of a
house for one of the slave masters, they preached to the
slaves in the various plantations. But because of the harsh
treatment of masters over slaves, none felt inclined to step
'•> •• .'•
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out to accept the gospel call since their fear of white Ben
had built a wall of miatrust. Their work would be
difficult!^ Nitschiann returned hone as had been
planned, leaving Dober alone. Finding no clay for pottery
creation, he served the governor as steward of his house.
This nearly cut off all glimmer of trust in the eyes of
the slaves, so Dober decided to quit his position and become
a night watchman. We don't know if thia move would have
opened the door to conversions among the slaves, for he soon
left to assume his new position of chief elder at Herrnhut.
Tobias Leopold who had been restrained by the Lot at
first, relieved him. In addition, eighteen new missionaries
from Herrnhut settled in St. Croix. Because of sickness
only nine of the eighteen lived more than three months.
Eleven more missionaries arrived from Herrnhut before
hearing of the illnesses and deaths. When word reached
headquarters they were recalled, but only eight lived to
return. One would think that none would now be willing to
go, but on March 23, 1736 Frederick Martin arrived in St.
Thomas to start mission work again. Enthusiastically he
began by telling the story of Jesus to a small Negro boy.
With one convert in hand, Martin vowed to continue this
method of one to ono evangelism.
Within six months two hundred slaves had becone
Christians. When Moravian minister, Augustus Spangenberg,
v- • \-.-\.-,\\-
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came fro* Herrnhut he baptized three of the converts to the
faith. This angered many of the plantation owners who
feared their slaves would leave or revolt. They attempted
to burn Martin's house and disrupt his seetlngs but failing
to stop his preaching, they coaplained to the island
governor who fearing a revolt by plantation owners agreed to
put Martin and his associates in prison. But Martin
continued to preach each evening to slaves gathered outside
his window. With the news that Count Zinzendorf was on his
way to St. Thomas, planters mellowed aince they had heard of
his friendship with the king of Denmark. Soon the
missionaries were out of jail. Zinzendorf began open air
evangelistic meetings throughout the island and organized
four centers appointing elders in charge of each. In later
years they established Christian day schools and a Teacher
College. By 1854, the first centenary of the mission, there
were thirteen missions and 4,000 converts .
^
J. E. Hutton in reviewing Martin's mission efforts in
St. Thomas listed five methods of mission work:
His first task was, not to preach the Gospel, but
to earn his own living...
His second method was systematic discipline...
His third method was education...
His fourth methods was the personal interview...
His last method was ecclesiastical organization.®
In regards to the first task of making his own living,
Hutton gave detailed explanation as to why Martin purchased
a plantation that included slaves. He indicated that Martin
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warn a product, of the tiaa, and besides, there wae no other
way for the purchase of land since the law required alavee
to be uold with the land. This of course sake goape' work
among the alavea auch eaaler. But in principle and
practice, Moravians did not work to altar the existing law
of alavery. They did feel that a Chriatlan example of alave
mastery on the plantation waa effective. Since 1847 all
children born of alavea were free, and alavery waa abolished
by law in 1859. What effect the missions had on thia
decision waa not. clear but they were active in training the
nativea during the twelve year preparation time allotted for
emancipation .
I have spent considerable tine dealing with this first.
Moravian mission effort in Daniah West Indies becauae here
we see the experimentation of Zinzendorf's mission theory.
We have noticed hia patience in selecting solid volunteer
workers, tested by tine and the Lot. They were to be
skilled craftsmen who could finance their own way by their
own hands, working with the people they were to reach with
the gospel. It is evident that Moravian missionaries were
not sent to become involved in local politics and aocJ al
revolution, but to work within the system. And missionaries
were to expect difficulties, even persecution and de-ith .
Later missions and- missionaries duplicated and refined many
of these methods. However, before reviewing otner mission
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ZINZENDORF'S DEVELOPING MISSION THEORY
Unfortunately for the ttudtnt of «u»ion thaorias,
Zinzendorf did not neatly suniarlzt his theory of slaslon.
It is recorded throughout hi* aany writings, lariona and
letters to workers over the years. I have discovered that
researchers through the years hava referred to five
important aourcea where the essentials of the count's
mission theory is given:
1. Letter to a aiaaionary of the English Society (1732)
written to an anonymous member of The Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel
.
2- Instruction for the Georgia Colony (1734).
3. Instruction to all missionaries to the heathen
<1738)
.
4. Plan for a Catechism for the conversion of the
heathen. (1744)
.
5. A sermon preached before a Synod of the Moravian
Church in Zeist, Holland on "The Foundation of Our
Mission to the Heathen." (1746).!
A systematic approach to analyzing any mission leader
or for that matter any evangelist or gospel worker, is to
discover the basis of authority held by the professor of
good news or truth. What is the concept of Biblical
Inspiration and Interpretation? For Zinzendorf we only need
to read a few of his sermons^ to learn that he did not
engage in merely matching "proof texts" with the orthodox
theologians to give authority or support fcr his mission
activity. We find him taking an essentially developmental
view of Scripture similar to Martin Luther and many modern
scholars. Actually, for Zinzendorf the Bible was ir. no way
Efl
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infallible in its wording. On* had in fact, to discarn tha
trua aaanlng of biblical writing and dlacrlainata batwaan
tha lnapirad and tha uninspired. 3 a ahort auaaary of
Zlnzendorf 'a point of vlaw regarding Scrlptura ia given in
tha following etateaent:
Though tha count ahowa a daep raepact for Scripture aa
God' a word and at tlaea aeeaa to accept all of it, aa
it ia, with a alaple naivete, yet behind thia he
clearly recognizee that not all of Scripture ia
inspired and at tiaea will even diacuaa openly in a
aeraon the huaan aapect of Scripture. 4
Thia davelopaental view of Scripture led Zlnzendorf to take
hiatory and the aeaning of hiatory very aerioualy. Aa David
Schattachnelder aaid in hia analyaia of Zlnzandorf ' a aiaaion
theory
:
One does not return to a printed confeaaion of faith,
to a book, not even to the Bible, to aeet the Chrlat
whose activity la racorded there. Christ is superior,
^
then, evan to the Bible as he continues to neit persons
where they are at all tiaea. Thua Christ's coaaand to s
preach the goapel to all the world can in no aense be
frozen into a particular period of hiatory. Zlnzendorf i".
wanted what he called "the Saviour' a own teaching
aethod" to be reaeabered and followed. This "Method" %
was direct and it was unconditional .
^
r
Zlnzendorf accepted the challenge, "preach the gospel to all
creatures, all nations..." no nation excepted, no people
were to have preferenca, no language nor aex. So we find
Moravian aiaaionaries in aoae of the aost hostile places on
earth working with soae of the aost unlikely candidates for
Christianity
.





great. »as»«i accepting hi a goapal call, nor did ha prtiiurt
hia aiaaionarlaa for great nuabera of baptlaaa. In ay
opinion, he viewed properly the order In God'a aethoda of
labor. It was the work of the Holy Spirit to bring
conviction to hearts, not the clever huaan tactic* or
preaaurea. Thua we find the primary Motivation In Moravian
missions waa their aiaple love of God in Chriat leading thai
to provide obedient aervica aa agenta of that great
miaaionary, the Holy Spirit. This concept of their part
in God' a work helpa ua to appreciate Moravian mlaalonary
attributea of peraiatence and determination in the face of
repeated oppoaltion and defeat. The few nuabera of converti
did not dlacourage thea . They were alow to baptize and
organize churchea.
Zinzendorf ia quite emphatic in aaying that the firat
thing one should not do ia merely to trenaplant the
traditional denominational dlviaiona of weatarn
Chriatianity into new areas. <=>
So we don't aee Moravians growing rapidly in numbera nor
building new denominational churchea. When it coaea to the
perennial debate between miaaiologiata about national or
masa converaiona veraua the converaion of individuala aa
Martin in St. Thomaa had experimented with success, we find
Zinzendorf definitely favoring the work with individuala.
"Chriat preparea through the Spirit and do not worry about
converting all the unbelievera! One preachea not out of
fear for the fate of the unconverted but becauae one wiahea
"tha firat fruits.** Ho used two favorite biblical episodes
to illustrate how the first fruits would be identified and
how they would respond. The first was the account of the
Rosen centurion Cornelius and his encounter with Peter, Acts
chapter 10. The second was the story of the Ethiopian
eunuch and Philip, Acta 6:26-39. Zinzendorf saw three
parallel elements in these stories of how Cornelius and the
Ethiopian were searching after religious truth on their own.
The first elesent was the fact that the Holy Spirit was the
invisible drawing power leading them to seek God.
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to follow after Christ." 7 To understand further why
Zinzendorf was so relaxed in his mission thrusts we lust




sassed conversions wea not to precede the conversion of the \-^-.i
Jews. This explains the count's Interest in salntalnlng
close relations with Jews, constantly Making efforts to open
their hearts and Binds to the Christian message. He lived
closely to Jewish ways as to be well accepted by thes.
In fact Zinzendorf reported that "I have not eaten in sy >*vS.-'
lifetise any of the foods which were forbidden to thes f^^^
[Jews] previously" and " I have already used the Sabbath tor
sany years for rest as our Sunday ia used for preaching of
HHEB
the gospel.**® ^55






preaching of the Missionaries were called by Zinzendorf, AV"*,
"V T.*~'
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Secondly, this iai« Holy Spirit lad both Pstar and Philip to
their respective* converts and finally both ten believed and
were baptized after hearing the goapel proclaimed by the
two apostles. Zinzendorf emphatically declared that it was
proper that the baptism took place immediately, "it did not
take several weeks of preparation first; there was no need
to memorize a book; there was no need for answering
twenty-four or thirty questions . "^ Zinzendorf is rather
clear what all this means in actual application to mission
practice
:
Do not begin with the public preaching but with a
conversation with individual souls who deserve it,
who indicate the Savior to you, and you will perceive
it. If it la deaired of you, then also witness to each
an the goapel publicly. 10
Regarding further the practice of baptism of the first
fruits, in his "Instructions for Missionaries to the East,"
Zinzendorf wrote that the first fvuits were to be baptized
only if they requeated the sacrament and if they believed in
the name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit." They were
also expected to have "a simple grasp of God become man
through a miracle." Other requirements Included elementary
recognition of the difference between good and evil, and
the meaning of baptism. 11
Zinzendorf did not picture the newly baptized first
fruits being organized into church bodiea as an essential
part of the miaeionaries work: "we ahould not rush too much
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raS
aiong the heathen with church activities, with support of
congregation," wrote the count. David Schattachnelder
,
however, notea that a Synod, foura yeara after Zlnzendorf'a
death, abondoned theae policiea regarding the first frulta.
Soon traditional pattarna of growth through baptlsa into
denoainational church body becaae the standard practice
aacng the alaaiona. This waa, according to the
Schattcchneider , the influence of the count'* aucceaaor,
Biahop Augustus Gottllef Spangenbarg. 12
Count Zlnzendorf held definite ideals regarding the
aiaaionary aa a peraor and preacher of Chriat. The agent of
the Holy Spirit mat be truly dedicated to the alaalon
vocation. He or ahe auat be willing to peraevere under
aeealngly lapoaaible circuaatancea and lack of apparent
reaulta wera not to bring diacourageaent . Hia Pietiat
ethics demanded that the aiaaionary live a aorally blaaeleaa
life. 13
What waa the aiaaionary to preach? Zlnzendorf gave
auch thought to the developaent of plan for a catechiaa for
the heathen. Appendices A and B give hia carefully
developed aethod for converting and inatructing heathen.
It appears that Zlnzendorf took the traditional aethod of
preaching and turned it upside down. 1 ^ He felt strongly
about both the proper and iaproper way to approach the
unbeliever through preaching. Zlnzendorf said,











I can never wonder enough at the blindness and
Ignorance of those people who are suppose to handle
the divine word and convert ten. ..who think that if
they have them *e*orize the catechlsa or get a book
of sermons into their heads or, at the «oat, present
all aorta of well -reasoned demonstrations concerning
the divine being and attributes, thus funneling the
truths and knowledge into their heads, that this is
sovereign means to their conversion.^
Feeling that thia was a "preposterous method," Zinzendorf
led the missionaries to carefully bring the searching souls
to know and love the person of Jesus Christ who offered the
only help that brings satisfaction to the longings of man
and eternal salvation.
One aspect of mission theory that we often take care to
observe, especially in our day of sociological ind cultural
sensitivity, is how the missionary relates to the culture of
those he seeks to convert. Here Zinzendorf does not
disappoint us, especially when we see him in his era of
imperialistic empire building by strong nations in heathen
lands. The count urged the mission workers to pay attention
to the culture of the hearars and express spiritual truths
in terms and expressions which could be really understood by
the people. He cautioned them to avoid phrases or
illustrations which were unknown or easily misinterpreted.
His constant goal was an indigenous church, fully and
completely in the hands of the local people. Missionaries
were to maintain a low profile, "not externally to rule over
the heathen in the slightest but to put yourself in a
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respected position among them with spiritual power;
according to the external, however, to lower yourselves as
possible. "16
As observed earlier in St. Thomas, Zinzeadori did not
direct missionaries to Interfere with established social
practices such as slavery. Even after baptism, slaves were
to remain in that condition serving with patience and
loyalty. In the case of polygamy where it was already
established when the missionary arrived, they were counseled
to make no Immediate demands that family arrangements be
broken .'.p but allow the marriages to remain intact. He felt
that as the people moved into an understanding- of the
gospel, they would themselves recognize that polygamy was
not a desirable arrangement. Missionaries were of course
never to allow polygamy to be introduced if it were not
already existent in the area.^
The missionary should be prudent in his relations with
the government and political powers. Zinzendorf instructed
the missionary "to interact in the smallest measure with the
police and to place one's self under the shadow of the
authorities." However, he must avoid involvement in local
political issues or disputes, and "to teach the heathen, by
your example, to fear God and honor the King."-®
As far as relations with others .is concerned,







as they related to other denominations and their
representatives. In the first place he felt that the aim of
missionary preaching is much store than merely securing
intellectual assent to any traditional confessional
statement, feeling that "denominations were rather an
expression of the diversity of Lhe way in which Gcd
operates . "13 Therefore he forbade all arguments with
representatives of other denominations . However, as was
mentioned concerning the first fruits, ao now with the issue
of separate denominational establishment, modifications to
Zinzendorf 's wishes not to transplant the denominational
schema to other lands were made. He argued determinedly
that especially the congregational forma used in Europe
should not be automatically transplanted to the newly
developing congregations in the mission areas. "Do not
measure souls according to the Herrnhut yardstick," warned
Zinzendorf. But due to the unexpected growth of the
baptized communities, the Herrnhut yardstick in varying
measure later measured all the Moravian missions. As one
surveys the missions as they developed in future years,
they all tended to become new little Herrnhuts.20 ye
now will make a short survey of Moravian missions as they
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Moravians were not the first Christians to begin
Mission work in Greenland. Hans Egede, a godly Norwegian
pastor landed en the coast of Greenland in 1721 in search of
Norsemen, whom he learned had gone there in the year 1000.
Finding that Greenland Eskimos were the only residents of
the 1600 by 900 mile "continental island" he decided to
remain, feeling that God had led him to this God forsaken
land to convert the heathen to Christ.! The story of
Hans Egede would discourage missionary minded Christians in
any age. Under Danish government sponsorship with the hope
that mission work might civilize the Eskimos and open up
trade, Egede labored for ten years, learning the language,
painting gospel pictures and preaching, but winning only a
few converts. 2 With such poor results, the Danish
government planned on recalling the discouraged missionary.
Count Zinzendorf heard this aiscouraging story during
his visit to Copenhagen as we learned in the account
mentioned in an earlier chapter. As you recall, Zinzendorf
deaired to send workers to Greenland immediately, but
efforts to begin the work in St. Thomas Island demanded
their full attention. Six months later the first Moravians,
Christian David, two cousins, Matthew and Christian Stach
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arrived in their new hone of icebergs, hard climate, and
skeptical natives. Building a stone and sod hut, native
style, they awaited their shipment of luaber froi Denmark to
build a wooden house a mile or so from Egede'a colony,
calling the place New Herrnhut.
New Herrnhut! What a reflection it was of their faith
to naae the site of their little wooden house on the
barren shora of Greenland after their spirit-powered
home town of Herrnhut in the verdant hills of Saxony!
But faith at New Herrnhut was of the same rich six of
stoel and spiric as at old Herrnhut and finally founded
a Christian settlement which incredible hardships could
not prevent.
^
Hardships of getting food, smallpox epidemic killing some
3000 natives, illness among the missionaries themselves,
loneliness, extreme cold, problems learning the language,
and finally serious theological differences between
Christian David and Hans Egeae each with stories that fill
chapters constantly tested the old Herrnhut spirit. So much
of their time was taken with gathering food and other
survival needs, that language study suffered. besides
building their own house, they built another dwelling,
native style, that would provide accommodation for any
natives that might desire to come for instruction. New
Herrnhut thus began with the modal of building a community
into which natives would be incorporated. Yet in true
Zinzendorf manner, they resolved not to bring religion
into their conversation with the Eskimos unless asked.
Perhaps a greater reason, however, was their fear of
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presenting a false picture of divine, thinga with their
deficient language abilities. They kept busy assisting
Mr. Egede in visiting and caring for the sick. 4 For
five long years they labored without any response to the
gospel by the natives. Matthew Stach traveled along the
coast to sake friends with the the people but with no
success. We should at leaat give his credit for
experimenting with a new approach! Then on June 2, 1738
caie the big breakthrough! John Beck, one of the new
Herrnhut reinforcements, was working on a translation of the
gospel of Matthew when he noticed that a curious group of
natives stopped to watch. They asked what he was doing. He
began to explain his work, but then felt impressed to
demonstrate his work by reading to the* the portion he had
translated. As he read of the story of Jesus in Getheemane,
Kajarnak, one of the Eskimos, jumped forward and demanded:
"What is that? Tell me that again, for I too would be
saved." With inexpressible joy. Beck told again, "the old,
old story of Jesus and his love." Kajarnak believed!
He and his family were baptized on Easter Sunday, 1739.
With a new Christian name, Samuel, he went about telling his
story and the story of Jesus. But many resisted his
message. Attompta were made on his life, but tuberculosis
claimed him only two years later. The significant lesson
learned by the Moravians in reflecting upon Kajarnak's
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conversion experience taught thea that the hearts of heathen
are not won by dogaa but "Chriat and Hia crucified i "5
This was added to lessons learned froa the experiaent in St.
Thoaaa and Zinzendorf'a theory for aiaaions was proven true.
Their first peraanent chapel and doraltory was built in
1747, a "prefabricated" design build in Holland and ahlpped
to Greenland in aectiona. How is that for aiasion
construction and innovation? Being the largest building the
Eskimos had ever seen and erected in auch an unusual Banner
brought large groups of natives fro* areas around to see the
wonder. This aeemed to give the mission a new atart. Soon
aiasion stations sprang up all along the coast. For 170
years Moravians worked among the Eakiaoa on Greenland'*
coast, nearly all "he nativea became Christians.^ The
needs of other naaions in other lands began demanding
greater attention and resources. In an unusual turn of
events for mission management anywhere, the Moravians in
1900 turned over their entire mission operation to the
Danish Lutheran Church to minister to the Greenland
converts. This concept must surely be traced back to
Zinzendorf'a ecumenical concepts. The Lutherans agreed to
keep native assistants and teachers for the care of the new
Christians and paid about Sll,0OO for the buildinga. We
begin to aee why Moravian Church membership haa lagged
through the years. What denomination today would remotely
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think of turning over 170 year* of ission work to another
church. But the Moravians walked away to new Mission





When the little vessel, "The Two Brothers," brought the
ten Moravians under the leadership of Spangenberg to
Savannah, Georgia in 1735, they came with double motives;
to preach the Gospel to the American Indiana and secondly,
to establish a settlement in the New World to which
Moravians might flee if driven out of Saxony.® They
began by planting gardens and working as carpenters and
builders, but in spare time made attempts to contact Indian
tribes in the area. It was here that the first Indian
chief, Tomotschatschi of the Creeks, came with his people to
hear "the great word." Later the Moravian Brethren built a
schoolhouse for Indian children and organized a
congregation, with Anton Seiffert, ordained to minister the
flock. Weingarth notes that it was to the Georgia mission
that Moravian colonists first came with the written
instructions by Zlnzendorf for colony and mission principle
and practice
in which he particularly recommended that they should
submit themselves to the wise direction and guidance of
God in all circumstances, seek to preserve liberty of
conscience, avoid all religious disputes, always keep









preec!. the gompei of Jaaua Christ, to tha haathan, and
endeavor aa much aa poaalbla to earn their own
bread .^
Thia whole brave experiment among tha Indiana ended when the
Mora/iane, who refuaed to bear area in the war between the
Engliah and Spanish, were driven out, moving to Pennaylvania
at the invitation of George Whitfield. 10
The flrat Moravian apeciflcally called aa a aiaaionary
to the Indiana waa Chriatian Henry Rauch in 1739, a
twenty-two year old who waa aent to New York in 1740 to
"seek an opportunity to go and preach the Gospel to the
Indiana." Hia day of opportunity came one day when he met
a group of drunken, ferocioua Mohicana who knew a little
"Hudson River Dutch." In viaiting with them after they
sobered up some, Rauch asked if they would like to have a
teacher to show them the way of salvation. They indicated
that they would be glad for that aa they had often wondered
if there wasn't aome better way to live. Othera had
preached and left, but Rauch stayed and calmly taught the
Indians the story of Jesus. Gradually his message and life
led to ten baptisms cy the time Zinzendorf viaited the
mission. By 1743 the records show sixty-three baptized
members! Again war, this time between England and France,
brought conflict because the Moravian conscientious
objection to oatha and bearing arms, and they were forced to
leave New York. The Christian Indians had to move with them
Not only were »any of the lisaionariea killed but also




also. The Brethren gave the Indians temporary refuge near ^P
Bethlehea at their cosaunity in Pennsylvania and later
">
«*
built a settlement for thea thirty mile* away. Had not the
white colonists forced this resettlement, there Bay have ~*~.
been a great indigenous work continued aaong the Indians in
New York.
The glory of Moravian soul-saving work aaong the
Indiana falls aore in the tlae of David Zeisberger, a real
Apostle to the Indians, who spent more than 63 yeara working
among the Mohawks, Iroquois and Delaware Indiana. He
possessed an unusual linguistic ability, learning various
Indian dialects, speaking thea fluently, writing grammars,
dictionaries and translations. Kls language study waa only
a means to the end of presenting the Gospel of Jesus Christ
in a manner in which the Indian could understand the inner
nature of the Savior. He lived months and years in distant
native villages being the only white man among them, living






it seemed as if some unholy powers had formed a
conspiracy against Zeisberger, his life work, and
against the poor Indian in general. One war after
another devastated the land and decimated the people,
and prevented the attainment of lasting peace and
safety. The mission work was sadly disturbed-







tribes and white colonists. Zeisburger died November 17,
1808 at the age of eighty-seven with only twenty faithful
Indians remaining to lourn for their "aged father" and lay
his body to rest. ^2 When appraising the work of
Moravians among the Indians, Welngarth says,
David Zeiaberger and his brother and sister
missionaries went beyond them [Spanish padres,
French priests, English pastors as John Eliot]
in the length and breadth of the service they
gave, in the depth and height of the conversion
experience they taught, and in the Christian Indian
culture they achieved. 13
SOUTH AMERICA—SURINAM
When Moravians launched their mission in 1735 in the
Dutch colony of Surinam they attempted to preach to the
Negro slaves much as they had in the West Indies. But they
met great resistance to such efforts by the plantation
owners and government officials. They decided to shift
their work a hundred miles into the jungle among the Arawack
Indians. Their great enemy there proved to be the malaria
or fever-infested swampy jungle as they called it. Other
nearly impossible hurdles were the moat difficult Arawack
language and the Indian's mistrust of any white man. In
spite of these difficulties. Missionary Schumann baptized
four hundred Arawacks before he was taken by the fever at
age forty .
While the Moravians were working in the interior, the
Negro slaves began escaping in alarming numbers from the
Van Calker concluded after lengthy questioning that "It waa
the Lord Jeeua who spoke." Persuaded to stay for further
training, the Moravians gave his instructions and copies of
a New Testament, a hyanbook and catechism to take to his
people. Three years later he returned with the report that
he had built a church and that all his people believed in
Jesus and desired more taaching. He and many of the bush
Negroes were baptized. The Moravians expanded their work
also among the Indonesians, Chinese and Hindus. According
to Weingarth's moat recent analysi-: of Moravian missions,
Surinam "shows the newest development of the oldest
regulation for mission method and support... a showcase of
over 240 years of experiment and experience, race and
*-<
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planters and causing no end of grief to the government
officials on the coast. In desperation, the leaders
requested the Moravians to return to assist in civilizing
these bush Negroes. Soon a mission station was opened and
Arabl , king of the Negroes in that area became a Christian. &.**>
He then became the key to reaching the rest. For fifty
."V.-<
>::
years he assisted the missionaries, even preaching the
gospel himself. Some thirty years later, a heathen bush
Negro by the name of John King visited the missionaries with
the report that an "angel" had spoken to him and told him to











Speaking of the "merchant." portion of the statement.
above, it is clear that the Moravians took seriously the
text, "Even so has the Lord ordained that they who proclaim
the gospel should get their living by the gospel."
1 Corinthians 9:14. Little did the missionary tailors,
bakers and watchmakers who set up shops in Paramaribo,
Surinam in the 1750's and 60's realize that their merchant
enterprise would grow into the large trading company, C.
Kersten & Co. (literally translated Christoph or
Christ-bearing Christian 6. Company) , named after Christoph
Kersten, the merchant missionary who organized the company.
Today this company is the largest employer and Mercantile
business in the land. The Moravian Church is the only
work o the church. The Moravian mission today is a vital
part of the religious and business life of the entire
country. Certainly Surinam is one of the success stories of
Moravian missions. Today the Mission work has expanded to
include medical work, work among lepers, a Children's Home,
Theological Seminary, schools, clubs and congregations
serving the various ethnic groups. I™ Hutton'a
History of Moravian Missions states, "During the last
forty or fifty years [writing in about 1920] the Dutch
Colony of Surinam has been by far the strongest province in
the whole Moravian Mission Field; more than half the
f -
stockholder, and the profits go to the world-wide mission C;
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Chriatians in the country belong to the Moravian Church."
He indicatea their efficient aethoda by categorizing their
work there: 1) Business, 2) Supervision, complete with a
color-coded ayatea of admitting aeabera to various claaaea
and communion, 3) Social Work, including Poor Society, Sick
Club with ita own hoapital, Inaurance Society, Youth Clubs--
YMCA and YWCA , Prayer Unions, Singing Cluba, and Reading
Society, 4) Self-Help, training people to aeet their own
needa, 5) Education, 6) Viaitation, and 7) Betheada Leper
Home. 16
AFRICA
Moravian aiaaiona in Africa were established and
identified in five regiona and tribal groups:
1. South Africa Uest--1737 and 1792- -Hottentot
2. South Africa East--1828--Kaffir
3. Tanzania Southweat--1891--Bantu
4. Tanzania South--1891 --Bantu
5. Tanzania West--1898--Bantul 7
Two pioneer sissionarias on their way to India reported
their visit among the Hottentots and their needs to two
Dutch Reformed pastors who passed the information on to
George Schmidt in 1736 who felt it a call from God. Some
feel it more a way in which he could make amends for his
recantation of the faith when persecuted at the hands of
Jesuit priests, and aa penance had to go to Africa along.
This was strange requirement for Zinzendorf had always sent
thorn two by two or tore to new lands. It was the beginning
• V-\
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of an unparalleled one-aan aiseion in the story of Moravian
sisaione. It was an example of one of those strange
decisions that Zinzendorf sometimes made. Zinzendorf sent
his a letter of instruction, "He should once sore ask
forgiveness of the Savior for his revocation and submit to
his discipline; part of it was that he had to go alone on
his errand... "18 For six years Schmidt worked among the
Hottentot "animals" that no respectful Dutch or Huguenots
would consider more than a "thing." First he built a hut,
native style, then a school and planted a pear tree. The
Mission grew, the hut oecame a house and a church, a cutlery
and grist mill and many more buildings were added as the
school became a teaching post and a training center. The
pear tree soon became gardens, orchards and vineyards. His
success led to Dutch Church and Boer farmer insistence that
he leave. Hoping to return, he said goodbye to his little
flock of forty-seven Hottentot Christiana and thirty-nine
white soldiers who had ac_epted his preaching. But he never
returned before his death.
In 1792 three bachelors went from Herrnhut to renew the
mission among the Hottentots. Had all of Schmidt's work
gone to ruin through the nearly fifty years with no mission
leadership? No, one .lative women whom Schmidt had bap^zad
and given a New Testament had kept the faith alive among the
Hottentots. Within six years, more than 1200 were joined
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together in worship. The welcomed response of these natives
to the renewed mission efforts speaks well for work of one
man's living and working with the people, training
indigenous workers, «snd trusting Almighty God to sent his
Spirit to the water and cultivate the seed and young plants.
The renewed mission grew to include all of the progressive
methods in advanced missions with churches, schools,,
gardens, vineyards and orchards, sheep herding, gristmill,
cutlery, printing press and teacher training school, with
wars being the major hindrance to expansion.^
In 1828 three missionaries, along with twenty "seeding"
Hottentot Christians, responded to the request by Bowana, a
chief in Kaffraria, home of the Kaffirs, to send
missionaries to coie to his people. Here we see the method
developed further of using Black native Christians to reach
those of another Black tribe or people. In spite of this
effort many mission stations were burned in the frequent
tribal warfare in Kaffraria. None of the missionaries lost
their lives. The explosive temperament of the Kaffirs was
redirected by the missionaries in creating some of the most
dynamic indigenous preachers anywhere.
As we look further in the mission work in Africa, such
as in Tanzania, we see a pattern of Moravian community
building, little Herrnhuts to some extent, providing a safe
place for converted natives to live and work, a place for
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teaching the notivas in crafts and preparing than for
indigenous isaion work, or hcnaa for rescued alavea.20
Hamilton's hiatory of missions in Nyasaland discusses at
length the issue of concentration versus decentralization.
...however such it sight be sought to avoid the system
illustrated by the so called "grant stations'* of the
South Africa nasiona of the Moravian Church, there
rendered necessary by the former governmental policy of
grouping as many of the nav.ivee aa possible in
"reserves," in Nyasaland it was soon found inevitable
that native villages of greater or smaller extent
sprang up about or on the land purchased by the
mission . 21
This concentration of nativea close by the mission station
was more a matter of economy as it was often the only way
they could make a living. In 1896 the London Missionary
Society turned over their atation at Uranbo near Lake
Victoria to the Moravians to operate indicating the growing
trust in their ability to manage in difficult, circumstances.
This has become the Moravian's largest mission. 22
In J. Taylor Hamilton's history of Moravian missions in
German East Africa he dedicates one entire chapter on
"Methods of Work. "23 it. i a clear that by the latter
part of the 19th century, Moravians missions eaphasized
the need for certain characteristics in the workers
themselves. They must have varied talents, leadership
abilities, proper ethnic and cultural attitudes besides
spiritual strength. I am particularly impreaaed with
the aensitivity to the cultural matters.
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He nust have a sound apprehension of the ethical
bearings of the Gospel. He needs to discriminate
between the merely national and the essentially
heathen in the customs of the land where he serves.
If it is comparatively easy to prevent the people
from falsely identifying a mere imitation of
European dress and usages with the essential
requirements of the faith, it la more difficult to
conserve what is innocent in tribal customs by
infusing into them the spirit of what is essentially
Christian. 24
The dedication and enthusiasm with which the Moravians
applied Zinzendorf ' s mission concepts in Africa not only
proved useful and successful in the early days but also
after World War I when political scenery changed. They
looked to the future as days of promise as if Jesus had
said, "Behold, I say to you, lift up your eyes and look on
the fields; they are black for harveet!"25
We ctnnot possibly cover the history and development of
each mission the Moravians established but we have taken
a sample of the more important ones that serve to illustrate
the effectiveness of Count Zinzendorf 'a missxon theory.
Today we see greater emphasis upon medical work such as seen
in the Ruth C. S. Thaeler Hospital de la Mision Morava in
Bilwaakarma, Nicaragua. They even have a Missionary
Aviation Fellowship aiding the transportation needs of the
missionaries in Honduras. But the principles of Zinzendorf
still are strengthening the determination of current
miaaions in developing indigenous workers and national
churches and administration with emphasia upon Bible
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Institutes designed to train young netional church workers,
The great Herrnhut spirit lives on.
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INDIAN MISSIONS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Before leaving the review of selected Horevian liasicns
operated through the years, I wish to move to a unique
mission challenge accepted by the Brethren which covers a
ore recent span of time than those we have already reviewed
and which, I believe, presents both similar and differing
methods used in a situation that looked discouraging from
the outset. The mission we shall study has been known
as the California Mission, or the Raaona Mission.
Finding no books written specifically about this
mission and only short references even in historical works
on Moravian missions, I shifted my attention to prisary
sources. Hidden in a short paragraph of the report of the
Proceedings of the 115th General Meeting of the Society of
the United Brethren for t. >m Propagating the Gospel Among the
Heathen held at Bethlehem, August 21, 1890, the
denominations secretary, J. Taylor Hamilton, wrote:
In May our Department of Missions formally accepted
as one of our stations the Ramona Mission at Potraro,
in the Banning Reservation, in Southern California, so
successfully founded by Bro. W. H. Weinland under the
auspices of the National Woman's Indian Association.
The communicant membership there now numbers
n i neteon
.
In this same report to the :hurch on its mission work.
Appendix D consisted of a short report directly from W. H.
Weinland. He explains that "Potraro" was an Indian word
mi
Ithat meant, "Pasture land." The Reservation, near the 77
railroad town of Banning between the San Jacinto end Gray W
» j*i
•* ^
Back mountains, hardly portrayed any lush pasture land as it .",•
appeared to be mostly desert. The Indiana of that part are -T7
known as "Mission Indians." Weinland indicated the history
of this name reflects the years the Franciscans operated
missions for the Roman Catholic Church in this area.
These missions were centers to which the people were
brought, often by force of erms. Large farms were
connected with them, worked by the Indiana, and
contributing such large sums of money to the purse of
the Church, that finally when the finances of Mexico
were in a desperate condition, these missions were
' secularized ' and their riches confiscated. Since then
the stations have been in ruins, and the Indiana free
to choose their own manner of living. J
Nowhere in this initial report is there any mention oa to
the history of the formation of this new Moravian mission
station. How did it get the name "Ramona Mission?"
Reeding further in the annual reports of the meetings
held annually around August at the Moravian headquarters in
Beth.ehem, Pennsylvania, I finally found the story told in
the "Narrative from the Report of an Official Visitation in
Behalf of the Unity's Mission Department, February, 189S,"
by Rev. Morris W. Leibert. This report proved to be the
most complete early aource of information regard this first
effort in California by Moravians. There I learned that the
poor condition of the Indiana following the desertion by the
Catholics was "first brought to the notice of the public by
\A
da
Mrs. H. H. Jackaon in her fascinating Indian atory,
'Ramona,' and than through the Uoaen'a National Indian
Association, which agitated for their uplift by scans of
education and evangelization."
Mrs. H. H. Jackson, was a lady novelist for years known
in literary circles in the United States only as, "H. H .
"
In 1873 she increased her reputation by publishing, Bi ta
of Travel ; in 1881 wrote a good novel, A Century of
Dishonor : and then the finer novel, Ramona . written
in 1884 after an extensive visit to California. This lady,
known now as Mrs. Helen Hunt Jackaon, gave a vivid
description of the many crises committed by the whites
against the "California Red Indians" whom Mrs. Jackson
carefully interviewed.
In taJ ling the thrilling story of a stirring romance of
an Indian girl, Ramona, who, though brought up on a great
Spanish estate in Southern California, chooses the life of
her own people, the atrocious state of the Indian was
movingly portrayed. J. E. Hutton describes the sad
situation of the Indian:
In open defiance of California law, white traders...
often encroached on Indian territory, stolen Indian
property, and the, when the Indiana attempted
vengeance, had them condemned by corrupt judges.
*
Hutton reports that due to the impact of this moving story
of the pitiful situation of the Mission Indiana several
societies were formed to work on their behalf. Among these
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aociatiua was the "Women's National Indian Association," ^T^.
who set for their first year's goal, "the attempt to ,''•/'
civilize ten Indians by providing school privileges for them '/<)
and to Christianize thes by giving them the Gospel. "3 r.-^
Because of the extensive early work on the part of the ".-".•
Moravians among the North American Indians mentioned in our !'-•
earlier chapter, and probably also due to the ecumenical ^™
methods and attitudes of the Moravians, the Association felt -V
confident in asking the Brethren to assist thai in this -V-j
B
work. Why do I say this? ^^
In Mrs. Jackson's novel, "Ramona." the old priest la
pictured in a loving and warm manner. In real life who was
he? According to Rev. Francis J. Weber in Cathol lc ^^
Footprints in California , it was Father Francisco **.-/
Sanchez who was immortalized in her popular novel. Weber ^-/
describes thia loving old pri»et a* one who was highly *^
respected by old and young, whose word was more effective
than thrt of any other priest. "Few places were immune from
his inf luence . . . he would visit the pool and dance halls
frequented by those of the Spanish tongue and by the sheer
force of his personality and apostolic spirit, conducted
services on the spot. No one dared to interrupt them . "*
In another book by the same Catholic author, after
mentioning the fine work of the "good Franciscans, and the




first by the Spaniards themselves," he places the blase on
the sad condition of the Indians, "sore irredeesably by the
encroaching Americans fros the East. "3 If the novel,
"Rasona" did not present a negative picture of the Catholic
workars, why did the Wosen's Indian Association not go to
the Catholics with the sase prosises of funds to again work
for the Indians? Many of the Indians still held sose of the
old Catholic ways and it would sees they would make a fast
recovery of the lost years.
I believe the choice sade by the Association was
dictated by several reasons. First, being a Protestant
organization, there was plenty of strong feelings against
the Catholics because of the way they had seesingly "used**
Indians to profit for the Church, with little done to
really help the Indian get ahead in life, and no effort to
civilize the heathen. They were critical of the way in
which the Catholics generally allowed the Indians to
continue with the sase "heathen" practices of "ghost dances"
and the habits of drinking and gasbling at their "fiestas."*
Second, to prepare the Indians for eventual citizenship, the
Association needed missionaries who would bring "conversion"
and a new way of life for the downtrodden Indian. Social
work was needed in addition to Gospel work. None had a
better reputation for establishing successful coiiunltlai of
skilled workers and settled families than the Moravian
:-ysi
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Brethren. And they would do thia with little eaphesis upon
doctrinal iaauea that aight incite reaiatance upon the part
of other church groupa who aight be inclined to aupport the
adventure. W. H. Welnland, having worked for yeara in the
Moravian Alaska lisaion, came with the handy akille and
determination to tackle the iaaenae taak of picking up
riseion work neglected for fifty yeara by the retreating
Franciacana. Little Chriatianity woa left in the Indian way
of life. It waa worae than atarting fraah with heathen who
had never known a aiaaionary. And doubly worae coming aa a
mistrusted white nan to work aaong angry Indiana.
What aethoda would he uae? Williaa H. Welnland arrived
with hia family at San Jacinto June 19, 1889. Suppoaedly
all arrangeianta had been made, the Indiana aeeamgly
prepared and now asking for a Protestant aiaaionary to
conduct, services on the Reservation. But when the formal
neeting convened to sic,n over land for the aiaaion, the
Indians refused to f.ign. What had gone wrong? After auch
questioning the trutfi was learned that the government school
teacher, a Protestant Christian, had in fact asked on behalf
of the Indians through the government Indian Agency,
convincing the Indiana thia la what they needed, had died.
She had been the one who had worked with the Woien'i
Association from the oeginning and now with a new teacher
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aeened no opening. To fulfill the agreements previously
aade, however, tha government, agent, moved to assign another
Indian territory in which Weinland could begin work. But,
true to Moravian methods established years before by
Zinzendorf himself, Weinland felt it wise to decline and to
"await the leading of the Lord to a people showing real
hunger and having true thirst for the Gospel . "• Only
the Lot was missing.
Weinland settled temporarily in San Jacinto on the
border of the Reservation. Soon an opportunity came to work
in Soboba, an Indian village two miles distant. A cordial
welcome was extended and services began in the government
school house which soon became too small, forcing them to
meet outside under the shade trees. Further invitation for
help came from the Sunday - school teacher, also the
government ochool teacher, on the Morongo Reservation, who
needed relief for the summer vacation period. It wasn't
long before the Morongo Reservation extended an invitation
for Weinland to permanently settle there, soon signing
papers allowing use of five acres of land for the mission.
By May 15, 1890 a mission house and church was completed,
dedicated and recognized by the Mission Department of the
church in Bethlehem. Weinland was an efficient worker .
?
The next phase of mission operation, besides the





Indian hones with personal work, was clearing of the land,
working the soil removing stones and a profusion of
boulders, then planting fruit treat. Weinland felt than
the demonstration of good work habits and skills in
agriculture was just as important a task as preaching.
The power of example, the success of a well cultivated
piece of land would, he believed, lead the Indians to begin
working their land in similar fashion. It wasn't long
before his theory was proven. Other orchards began to
bloom, houses were being built, some of adobe, others of
frame construction.
But the full extent of Weinland'a goal in this
efficient use of the Reservation land was hindered by pooi
water supply to many parts of the Indian lands and from
problems with the government allocation of land. Weinland
began a personal campaign to agitate government leaders for
reform in the land allotment laws and to dig wells. His
annual reports often refer to government inspectors visiting
the Reservation in response to his requests for
Investigation into the Indian land problems he reported to
Washington. The constant agitation finally paid off aa his
1913 report indicates:
On November 12th I was summoned to Los Angeles to
appear before the Joint Indian Committee of Congress
investigating Indian affairs .. .One result was that on
Dec. 15th there was introduced into the House of
Representatives a new bill authorizing the Secretary
















gtenbers of the Band, irrespective cf age or aex,
a measure for which I have worked for vea;a.3
But each year his reports indicate thit government hod done
nothing about the lard issue. Finally, tha 1917 annual
report said, "The year 1917 will go dewn nto nistory as the
year in which the bill authorizing the pro-rata allotment
of their lands to these Indiana finally passed Congress."
Everything seemed settled and there would have been
thankfulness "had not the allotment baen made in such an
unjust wanner that it was the cause cf a great deal of
dissatisfaction among the Indians. An investigation
followed, but whetfter these wrongs will be righted stJll
remains an open question." I found no further Indication
that they were.
During the years the mission work cdvarced and
regressed often in the same cycla as government agents were
appointed and then left- There we're reports of times when
Catholic agents made their mission work nearly impossible.
In his 1918 report he laid.
Too often wen are appointed to office in the Indian
service who have no othnr interest in the Indian thrr.
the dollars gained. Bat^een the Scyll* of Indifference
and the Charybdis of efficiency in doing tne wrong
thing, these bunglers stumble Into both, and tha Indian
suffers. ftere policy might dictoto trot under such
circumstances th* missionary had better be blind, deaf
and dua»b. But the Indiana look to the Christian people
of America for justice and as tho representative of the
Moravian Church, which has always taken an active
interest in the welfare of our Red Brethren, I have
fought for the right, and by the grace of God will







I have Included this rather long quote because It so clearly
portrays the fire of this tireless Moravian missionary and
the methods he used in dealing with the often corrupt
government agents and politicians. Some reports indicated
Weinland spent considerable time gaining needed votes to
block a certain government agent from being re-elected.
Another desperate need that Weinland pressed the
government for was a hospital but here again he met with
similar problems as with the land issue. His comment:
We have seen plans and a location for a hospital
adopted, supplies ordered, contributions received,
only to learn later that these funds had been
swallowed up in the crooked accounts of a dishonest
Government official. 10
Giving up on getting a government hospital, Weinland worked
to raise funds so the Mission could build its own Infirmary.
Much of Mrs. Weinland's time was taken in visiting and
caring for the sick. As soon as the war-time building
restrictions ended with the signing of the armistice, they
built the Infirmary and adjoining Tuberculosis Ward. The
interesting innovation of this enterprise is that Weinland
designed it to be a cooperative institution where the
Indiana themselves under the mission direction would care
for their own sick. Later reports indicated that the
Infirmary operation was coating the Mission nothing, "this
expense being borne by the Indians themselves . "1
1
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Many of the roporta began with the health of the
workers and of the Indian members, reporting on those who
had to be transported about SO miles to hospitals in Los
Angeles for surgery or special care, but often the reports
included the death notices. One of the most costly deaths
to the spiritual work among the Indians was that of Captain
John Morongo who initially had been the key to Weinland'a
acceptance among the Indians. He was a police official in
government service on the Reservation and in taking sides
and participating in the mission services led the others to
trust the Moravian workers. He became the most effective
translator for worship services.
Regarding the spiritual life of the mission, reports
told how they dealt with such problems as "medicine men,"
"ghost dances," dancing, gambling and horse racing usually
featured with the annual Indian fiea'.a at which many would
blow all the money they had earned throughout the year.
Weinland spent much time in Temperance work and for a time
had nearly complete success in getting the Indians to sign
the pledge of total abstinence. Connected with the Indian's
drink problem, again, was the greed of the white man, often
government officials, in that they ignored the laws that
barred saloons from selling liquor to Indians For a price,
there always seemed to be plenty of alcohol on the black
market. During the years drunkenness seemed to be a
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constant problei along with immorality and gambling. Yet,
he proudly reported that all of thoae he had personally
married, were still faithful and none divorced. These
seemed to be frequent reference to home building end home
life among the Indians. In this regard he said:
It has ever been a principle underlying the mission
work of the Moravian Church, not only to herald the
Gospel message, but also to see to elevate the
converted heathen to a Gospel standard of true, godly
and cleanly living... we have secured four loans of
money... and have used this money in building good,
substantial homes for them to live in... I can say of
our Indians that thay pay promptly, as they have
promised . 12
Sister Uelnland reported on her work among the Indian women
visiting their homes, teaching sewing and needle work, even
teaching some to play the church organ and of course
teaching Sunday school each week. Seme of her more
personally rewarding reports told of success in salvaging a
young Indian mission girl who had "fallen," or as she said
in one case, "strayed from virtue" but through much love,
prayer and personal work led to salvation and finally to
Christian marriage. Each year's report usually mentioned
the special Christmas and Easter servi_;«;s which seemed to
attract the Indians in record numbers to enjoy the special
music so much a part of Moravian religious life. It was
usual to find a well-trained choir of Indian youth home from
the government boarding school singing a special cantata.
To offset the evil of the annual Fiesta, Weinland
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not only preached, but found a batter solution in giving
the Indiana an alternative in the Church Featival. The
Mainlands often opened up their own home, inviting their
Indian friends to cone to for church social* of gates,
pictures, ausic and refreahnenta.^
The ecumenical spirit of Moravian working methods was
seen again in the response to the request of the Indiana on
Yuma Reservation in Arizona for mission services. Lacking
funds to provide a new worker, they agreed to make a monthly
visit. I 4 In their work at Yuma we firsv. see the
transition from the use of Black Board for visual aid to the
"magic-lantern," and alidea illustrating the life of Christ
and large picture rolls that illustrated the Sunday School
lessons. All of these supplies were made possible by
donations from the Young Men's Missionary Society in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Weinland continued pressing the
home mission board for funds to open the work there but
being turned down assisted the Indiana in obtaining their
own missionary. Rev. Frank T. Lea who had served with the
Church of Disciples in Africa. He came with the financial
support of the National Indian Association. In fact through
the years we find the Women's National Indian Association
faithfully continuing support for the Moravian Indian
mission efforts, though Weinland did well in bringing the
Indiana to financially support their own Sunday Schools.
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Further, Weinland continued to »eke visits to Yu»a, working
with Lea. "We went over the field together, discussed plans
for the work, and sought to strengthen each others hands for
the work of the Lord. 15 Who but an ecumenical Moravian
would assist in bringing in one from another denomination
and work so closely together for the common Christian cause?
There was one group of Christians that the Moravians
did not work with in cooperation and that was the Roman
Catholic priests who were a constant problem. Soon after
the Moravians began their work among the Mission Indians,
the Catholics priests returned immediately and did not
hesitate to interfere in every possible way. Several
historical accounts by Moravians charged the Catholics with
attempts to poison Weinland and other murder plots and
arson. At several stations they built chapels even though
there was no need for them. In one case a priest seized t.ie
corpse of a baptized mamber of the Moravian Church, baptized
the corpse according to Catholic formula and then ad it
buried in a "consecrated" Catholic cemetery. H But even
in this case we do see the old rule of Zinzendorf followed
by not only the Moravian missionary but also the Moravian
Indian converts:
But the priest gained nothing by his tactics, our
people standing firmly by their declaration: "It is
not Christian to fight, let the priest do all the
fighting by himself." To match such methods we may
not stoop . 17
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While the Moravians did not. break records In baptises their
social work for the Indiana had a strong effect upon the way
the Catholics began to work among the Indians.
Protestant Mission work has had a reflexive influence
upon the Catholics. They see that playing "dog in the
anger" no longer enables them to hold the field. They
recognize that they must work and do good work if they
are not to lose the fitald altogether.
Nor have we confined our activities to our own
membership. We have aimed to benefit the Indiana as a
whole working for their material advancement as well as
for their spiritual good. We have aimed to make our
lives, lived in their midst, "living epistles," which
all could read and understand. Hence we feel that our
personal influence for good extends far beyond our
actual church membership . IS
Certainly their record of baptisms and communicants is
not very impressive. From 1898 to 1908 their gain in
communicants was only 70 and their total gain in adherents
was 100. By 1910 total membership was 194, which seemed to
be the peak, holding in the 15C-170 range until William and
Caroline Weinland retired from forty long years of mission
service December 31, 1929. One lament of the Weinlanda
which perhaps could account partially for the small gains
was their restriction in building their own schools, these
being provided by the government. The best they could do
was to make periodic visits to the government boarding
schools to work with the Moravian youth.
Truly we can say that this dedicated couple carried
Zinzendorf's mission methods into the 20th century with the
spirit of Herrnhut, making the needed shifts in emphasis
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upon greater social work but keeping alive the old "
>
ecumenical spirit in their patient, personal work on behalf *
<
of the Indiana they so such loved. The work continued into |>
the 50' s when it finally became a self-supporting
congregation amidst the family of Moravian churches.
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Without his noble birth, there would never have been proper
education that would give clarity of thought, gift of
language, and confidence to attempt the goals of life. He
would never have received invitations to coronations of
kings where he would hear the missionary appeal of foreign
lands.
But Zinzendorf was wore than a count by birth, more
than a nobleman, a man of lofty character, he was an
intensely spiritual man, a dedicated German Pietist by birth
whose his parents and the entire atmosphere in which he
was reared and educated was pietist through and through.
This inner spiritual fire and personal experience with God
pushed the natural abilities of the man beyond the expected.
'
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To trace the development of mission theory, define) its n
<
y
r ,4origins and calculate^ its effects in the life and work of Ct&&r>l7
INicolaus Ludwig Von Zinzendorf* we have of necessity viewed a
^^the Count from various perspectives. Naturally our first '.
/
j|
/ attraction to the man is on account of his aristocratic ^
birth and position in lifrj by virtue of being an imperial S
Count. We have seen repeatedly how important hia position .*
and financial strength carried his inflMence and ability to •
accomplish a great work in life. Without his estate, there n
i





W« thus see a spiritual leader who fanned the f laaaa of
revival in not only the hearts of those at Herrnhut, but
in lands beyond, sparking reformation in England, in the
Baltic and giving strong foundations to religious life in
the New World. This spiritual dedication to hear the voice
of God opened the way for visions of wider service to the
glory of the Lamb.
The fuller impact of Zinzendforf ' s influential,
spiritual leadership was enhanced by his clarity of thought
in theological understanding and expression. Added to this,
however, was his ecumenical spirit. Many would say the
impact of his ecumenical leadership and philosphy is as
great as his contributions in mission theory and world-wide
mission thrusts. But I believe that the greatest gift to
the religious world is when all of the facets of the man are
combined. Certainly his mission theory is weakened
considerably when you remove his ecumenical spirit, or his
Theology, revivalist leadership, pietist spirituality or
noble birth. God created man. The man Zinzendorf is one
package, complete. And that is what produced the great
lander of Moravian missions. Moravians today see all of
these dimensions, not the accident of birth or
circumstances, but the Providence, Creation, and Gift of
a gracious God for the glory of the Lamb that there may be
"souls for the Lamb" in his kingdom.
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Zinzendorf did net. only create a religious community
in Saxony, Herrnhut, nor di • merely Inspire others to
carry the goapel to other » .ries through the sany
missions established, but ho gave Protestantism the world
vision that made it an explosive force in Christianity
in the early 19th century. Allen Schattachneider in his
popular history of the Moravian Church sa.d,
One great result of the missionary fervor of the early
Moravians must never be forgotten. Their work served
to awaken other Protestants to their missionary
responsibilities. When the Moravians began their work,
not a single Protestant Church in all the world was
doing missionary work "as a church. "1
Schattachneider listed an additional contribution of
Moravian missions that is not mentioned elsewhere. This, he
said, waa the effect West Indies Moravian missions had in
eventually freeing the slaves. The Moravians taught the
slaves to respect law and order; "they have prepared the
slaves to receive the great gift of liberty," Wilberforce
argued in England in favor of the abolition of slavery.
2
If there waa one factor in the theory of missions held
by Count Zinzendorf that I believe was most effective, I
would select his requirement that missionaries possess
common skills with which to support themselves. What this
effectively did was to present Christianity to other
cultures and peoples in everyday life to be observed
as the missionary worked with hands to make a living. It
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agriculture and illustrated a work ethic. It eliminated the
"profeasional missionary" who spent the day administering
the mission, directing others to work, and presented a
conaon working man, naking a living like others, living his
Christian faith as he worked. It also forced the missionary
to edapt faster to local culture and to live within much the
same economic level with those they wished to convert.
Self-support provided greater independence for the missions
with greater freedom from central organization. Those who
pay the bills usually place controls upon the recipients
of the funds. This gave individual mission stations greater
flexibility to develop the work and adapt it to local needs
and customs. This is not to say that Zinzendorf and
Herrnhut did not exercise strong leadership in directing the
missions or that they did not extend any financial support.
Certainly the self-supporting mission theory in practice
allowed Moravians to extend their mission outreach much
broader than if they had followed a plan of financing each
missionary full, from Herrnhut or the Count's income.
I have not attempted to separate the later mission
developments after the death of Zinzendorf from those that
began during his lifetime. Missions established after his
death no doubt were greatly influenced by Bishop Spangenberg
as he assumed leadership of Moravian work. This would




after Zinzendorf a death and cannot be accoapliahed in ao
short a paper. But I atrongly believe that though there
were changes in mission methods with the use of mora modern
techniques and tools, such as aodern hospitals and air
transportation service for missions, and greater emphasis
upon social work as among the Indiana in California, the
spirit of Herrnhut and mission concepts of Zinzendorf lived
beyond him to form the foundation of current Moravian
mission zeal. In many Fnteatant missions throughout the
world, one can still catch n glimpse of this same mission
spirit given by the Count.
The future of Christian missions is now left in the
hands of we who have reviewed the story of it beginnings.
Will we carry on the spirit and zeal of the pietists, the
spiritual revival of Herrnhut, the dedication of tho»e early
m j 3sionaries? Will we offer to Christ the Lamb all that we
have and all that we are as those pioneers? Will we carry
on the ecumenical spirit and brotherhood? We can work in
and through our calling to hasten the day when every knee
shall bow and every tongue shall confess that He is the Lord




J-Allen W. Schattachneidar, Through Five Hundred
Years., p. 82.
2Tbld.
3lbid . . p. 146.
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APPENDIX-A METHOD FOR THE CONVERSION OF THE HEATHEN
1. Walk and pray of the witneaaea among theiaelvea.
2. Singing and prayer in the presence of the savages.
3. The Lamb of God.
4. Who is Hi? Response: He was slain as a sacrifice for
us
.
5. Our general depravity.
6. Our redemption.
7. The Lamb of God was other then an ordinary sen.
8. Prayer for the heathen.
9. Confession in prayer that He has created world.
10. Explanations adopted to their comprehension.
11. Moderate and never unrequested conversation.
12. Dwell on the evil heart of man.
13. Spiritual and physical death.
14. The reaurrection--call out of hell and out of the
earth
.
15. The heart's desire for Gospel truth and its unbelief.
16. Desire is changed into love.
17. Love is sustained by hope.
IS. The sacraments.
19. Baptism in the name of the Father, etc.
20. Explanation, if called for.
21. The Sen has created, redeemed and sanctified all. That
at the name of Jesus, etc.
22. Looking for the revelation of the Trinity to the heart
and mind by the Holy Spirit.
23. Prayer to Jep.ua as the Lamb, our Lord, everlasting God,
everlasting Father, etc.
24. The trinity spoken of as the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ ana his Holy Spirit.
25. The Divine Person through whom one relates to the rest
of the Trinity, on whom all things depend, to whom all
things tend and who is always in the world, is Jesus,
the Lamb, the Savior.
1
iDavid Allen Schattschneider , "Souls for the Lamb," (An





APPENOIX-B PLAN FOR A CATECHISM FOR THE HEATHEN
Question: Who has brought. me into the world?
Answer: Your parents.
Question: What are my parents?
Answer: People.
Question: What is a person?
Answer: An indestructible spirit in a destructible
habitation
.
Question: What is this habitation called?
Answer: The body.
Question: Who made people?
Answer: God the Lord.
Question: What do you call him?
Answer: Jesus Christ.
Question: Do these words mean anything?
Answer: Yea.
Question: What, then?
Answer: Jesus means a Redeemer and Christ means a King.
Question: Where did He get these names from?
Answer: That is a special history.
Question: What kind?
Answer: He is called Redeemer because h«s has redeemed
people
.
Question: What is that?
Answer: See: people are wretched persons inside and out
and they are not made that
.
Question: How, then?
Answer: They were people free and of the soul.
Question: Who has made them so unhappy?
Answer: An evil spirit.
Question: Why?
Answer: God, the Lord, had warned them of him, but they
did not follow him.
Question: Cannot the evil spirit do harm to all the people?
Answer: No one who depends on God and does r.ot follow the
evi I spirit
.
Question: With what does the evil spirit get people?
Answer: He betrays them with any number of things; for
example, with temporary honor, with desire and
with greed.
Question: Why?
Answer: He makes it known to them: he could make them
prominent, he could make them happy, he could
make them rich.
Question: Is it true? Could he do it?
Answer: Not All of that comes from God.
Question: How do people believe him then?


























so thst they do not think that it cones frojn
God or they remain their whole lives poor, sad,
unrespectad and they hope until they die.
Who first followed the evil spirit?
The first person.
What case of it?
That all persons Must die.
Why?
It is just that way, whoever has anything to do
with the -a«il spirit, his he kills.
Do they all have '.omething to do with his?
All do by nature.
How can one know that?
By the desire after things which he makes known
to them.
How did this affect dear God?
It pained him and he has contrived something and
redeemed us.
With what?
He became in all tranquility a man and let
himself be killed by the evil spirit without his
knowing whom he killed, but he came back to life
immediately and went to heaven.
What kind of special name does he have because of
that; when one speaks with him himself or speaks
of him with acquaintances?
The Lamb, the guiltless baby Lamb, or the good
Lamb
.
What has that helped?
Since then the evil spirit has lost all people
and God has received then again.
But people still die?
Whoever is his does not die, but he lays only his
wretched away and his spirit goes to God until
the body is again made ready in the earth, then
he puts it on again.
Cannot he just keep it until it is ready?
No, that would be too painful and smells awful
because the body is under the curse; this is a
fortunate thing.









What else is dear God called?
Our King.
Why?
Because he brings a special people out of the
people who ars his, over whom he reigns in a
peculiar and holy way.
How doea he become his?
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Answer: When one believes what, he has done for us.
Question: What, coses of that?
Answer: One loves his.
Question: What, else?
Answer: One attaches oneself to his.
Question: What else?
Answer: One would rather be with his today.
Question: What else?
Answer: One is ashamed and bows before his all his
living days for he has loved us so and has
given up his life for us and has helped us.
Question: What comes of that?
Answer: One lives in real pleasure In work, in sickness
and what one does, that one does in all love and
blessing and thinks steadfastly about his God.
Question: How does one fcecowe that way?
Answer: One becomes warm inside when one hears such
talking and it is certain to him that it is all
true
.
Question: What does one do then in service to the Lord
Jesus?
Answer: Nothing, but one has given to him everything
that is good from him.
Question: How does one receive it?
Answer: When one asks for it sincerely and with tears.
Question: What does one receive?
Answer: It becomes certain to him that everything one
has done in his days that is malevolent is
forgiven and forgotten and that one did not love
hin before.
Question: Is that something bad?
Answer: The most disgusting.
Question: Why?
Answer: Because everything mean that one does is only for
punishment that one does not love Jesus the Lord.
Question: Oh! Might I lovingly receive him?
Answer: You should receive his love pourea into your
heart
.
Question: How soon can that be?
Answer: As soon as you want; think only that you believe
what I say to you and what you feel yourself.
Question: How does it go then?
Answer: I baptize you with water in the name of the
Father, His Son and the Holy Spirit.
Question: Who is all that?
Answer: First, the Father of the Lord Jesus.
Question: Who is that?
Answer: It is impossible to describe to you, he is so
high, so high, to that I cannot aspire, and




Question: How do I get to know hia? b
Answer: Oh, the Lord Jeaua will enow hia to you hiaaelf , u"
aoitetine when hia Father ia your Father. K
Queation: Who ia the Holy Spirit? £•
Anawer : Our God, hia Father, haa him a a helper and the *
baptized aa Mother, whom aha teachaa to pray.
Queation: Why »uat I be baptized with water? fr
Anawer: The blood, which the Lord Jeaua haa spilled for
you by hia death, cornea inviaibly with it and W
waahea all your alna and puniahaenta away froi £
your heart.
Queation: Tell ae aore?





TABLE 1--MISSIONS IN 1760.
MISSION MISSIONARIES BAPTIZED TOTAL ADHERENTS
Greenland. 1733 15 521 639
N. Aa . Indiana, 1740 4 600 ? 600 ?
Jamaica, 1754 11 80 880
Danish W. Indies, 1732 14 1600 3600
Antiqua, 1756 2 6 6 ?
Surinam S. 20 250 400 T
Berbies, 1738
TOTALS 66 3057 6125
TABLE 2--M0RAVIAN MISSION IN 1860
MISSION NUMBER OF MISSIONARIES







S. Am. Indians 25







TABLE 3— MORAVIAN MISSION 1832
MISSION STATIONS WORXERS COMMUNICANTS CONVERTS
Greenland 1733 4 25 830 1808
N. Am. Indiana 1734 3 6 70 349
Jaaaica 1757 6 18 1478 5146
Danish W. Indies 1732 7 38 4000 9435
Antigua 1756 5 24 54 ^2 14362
Surinam 1735 S. 1738 1 14 12O0 3353
Labrador 1771 4 28 319 874
St. Xitta 1777 3 10 1137 5035
Barbados 1765 2 6 282 1374
Tobago 1790 & ie27 1 4 18 253
S. Africa 1736 & 1792 6 38 1043 2963
TOTALS 42 211 15819 44952
TABLE 4--M0RAVIAN MISSIONS, 1933





Himalaya 149 2 1 152
Unyamwezi 2947 688 1014 4649
Nyaaa 11626 1256 1859 14741
S.Africa(Kaffrorio) 13612 317 1446 15375
S.Africa (Cape Colony) 18755 27 123 16905
Surinam/Dutch Guinea 32780 23 39 32842
British Guinea 3706 21 3727
Nicaragua (Moakito) 13258 25 92 13375
W.Indies<Eaat Prov.) 25237 843 26080
W. Indiea< Jamaica) • 13305 13305
Labrador 1004 2 1006
Alaska 2383 2 5 2390
California 170 170
TOTALS 138932 2347 5438 146717
» 1931 Figures, (The rost of the figures are found in
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TABLE 5--INTERNATI0NAL MORAVIAN CHURCH, DEC. 31, 1973.




America, S. Prov. 50
Alaska 22
Great Britain 38
Continential Prov. (East) 10
Continontial Prov. (Wea t) 14
Czechoslovakia 17






S. Africa (East) 33
S. Africa (West) 31
Surinam 55
Tanzania <S. Highl ends ) 60
Tanzania (Western) 20






















TABLE 6--M0RAVIAN MISSIONS BEGUN AND ABANDONED.




























Note: The above figures may be found in David Allen
Schattschneidar ' s Doctoral Dieer tat ion , Soula For
The Lamb , pp. 52-58. Some are also are given in the
Periodical Accounts as noted under TABLE 4.
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